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WEATHER FORECAST

Denref, Colo., Oct. 22. Th
weather will be fair tonight nd
Wednesday.

ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO. TUESDAY EVENING. OCTOBER 22, 1907.
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One of the Skycraft Which Will Sail
at St. Louis Today in Aerial Contests
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Ascension of Balloon Which Sailed From
St. Louis in Effort to Win Championship
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Defendants Say There Is No Truth
In Charges Against Them

'

Assertions.
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AFFECTED

Wall Street Badly Scared By Big
Slump In Many Stocks and On
Account of General Slt- uatlon But Soon
Recovered.

'

Easy to Indict But Prosecutors Will Have to Prove

Phelps, Dodge & Co., New York,
mining and
of the Phelps-Dodg- e
nmeltlng Interests In New Mexico and
Arizona.
James Mclean, Cleveland H. Dodge
A. Curtis James and James Douglas,
members of tne firm of Phelps-Dodg- e
& Co., of New York.
Charles A. Spi'ess, an attorney of
Las Vegas.
Thomas H. O'Brien, coal land locating agent for Phelps, Dodge &
Co., of Fierro, N. M.
Ijouis D. Ricketts, geologist and
mining expert, now of Cananea, Mex.
Henrietta K. Kicketts, of Princeton, N. J., sister of Louis D. Ricketts,
and Maggie A. Vann, colored, and
cook for the Kicketts.
'David M. White, of Santa Fe.
Granville Pendleton, of San Juan
county.
Robert R. Hegardt, superintendent
of the Globe mines of Phelps, Dodge
& Co., and the following residents of
Arizona: Kdwin T. Stewart, Robert
T. Reel, Nile S. Barray Carlton S.
Moure, Kmil R. Stunt, Angus McAl-pin- e
and Arthur E. J. Tovey.
by
The returning of indictments
the grand Jury was not unexpected
Blnce it is understood certain officials
of the government have been quietly
boasting thut they would succeed in
Indicting a number of persons sooner
or later.
The action of the grand Jury was
In keeping with that of most grand
Juries in New Mexico to return indictments and let the cases get Into
court if there appears to be anything
like a doubt as to one side or the
other. This reems to be the light In
which the matter Is viewed here by
those indicted and by the people generally.
One of the men against whom an
indictment was returned said today:
"It Is a simple matter to procure
an indictment against any man, but
it is another thing to go Into court
und prove charges of as grave a nature as those with which I am
charged. There la nothing whatever
In the charges against me and I do
not fear them if the matter ever
reaches court. I am able to prove
my innocence of any wrong doing
and while the returning of an Indictment generally reflects more or
le.-- s
on a man's honor yet It should
not until ufier he has been tried and
found guilty."
Must of the persons Indicted are
of New
practically
Mexico and are known here only In
s
way
some of them not to
a busine-comthat extent. The Phelps-Dodg- e
pany is one of the largest corporations In the country and has done
much towards developing the coal
Industry in this territory, spending
large sums of money annually In New
Mexico coal mines and employing
hundreds of miners. It was chleily
instrumental ill developing the great
copper resources of Arizona and had
begun to branch out In copper mining in New Mexico
It operates at
present a large number of
rich
mines in Arizona, the Dawson coal
mines In this territory and the K
I'aso and Soutnwestern railroad in
New Mexico. This Is Hie first time
it has ever been charged by the government with anything illegal.
It has operated
for years in
several states and territories.
An employe of the company said
today ihat other employes of the
P!u lp I lodge company
may have
taken land claims on their own accord under the law for their own
purposes, hut if su.'h was the case It
was done without the knowledge of
the company at the time and was
purely a personal matter. However,
it will be lniissible to learn the real
facts in the affair until the matter
gets 'nto court at which time the defendants say they will be able to
show the matter up In Its true llgot.
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FO WASHINGTON IS REPORT

are:

Enthusiastic Meeting of Representative Men Formed

Suspend.

1,

FEDERAL OFFICIAL CALLFD

Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 22. (SH.
lul) The grand Jury, which on yes'
terday returned Indictments against
nineteen persons, nearly an or wnom
or New Mexico,
were
and not connected with territorial af
fairs except in a business way, Is
still at work. The indictments are for
alleged frauds In securing coal lands
in Wan Juan county.
These indictment!", which were returned yesterday afternoon were not
made public until after the evening
papers of the territory had gone to
i r bs, for some unexplained reason.
Today four new jurymen were add
ed to the grand jury and it is under
stood that an effort is being made to
have a fifth Juror discharged.
Charles A. Sptess, of Las Vegas,
and David M. White, of this city, who
eri' among those Indicted yesterday,
have furnished bond in the sum of
to, 000.
Miilnrg to Washington.
It Is probable that proceedings
will be brought to a sudden stop as
it is understood here that Ormsby
McHarg, assistant U. S. attorney general, has received a telegram directing him to come at once to Washington, and that he will leave tonight. The reasons for this sudden
summons Is not known here. Just
when Mr. McHarg will return and
continue his operations against alleged land frauds Is not known.
others. Indicted t'y the grand Jury
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Knickerbocker Trust Company
In New York Obliged
To Temporarily
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FIRM IN GAS PLANT OWNER SHOT

STAND

BYENEMY AT
GLOBE

New York. Oct. 22. The Knlck
erbocker Trust fcompany, on which a
run started this morning, owing to
or u. i: uarney as president of the
Commerce to act as clearing house
agent tor it, and to the resignation
of Charles T. Rarney aa president of
trust company, stormed navino- de
positors at 12:S(T, the statement being
maae tnai tne company could not
obtain currency rapidly enough to
pay an aemands.
The company declared that its
Is
suspension
only temporary and
that it will eoon be open as It Is
solvent.
This concern did a general trust
company
business, financing rail
roads and other like institutions.
and was noi engaged in the general
Danxing 'Dusiness.
At 12:35 there was another violent
slump on Wall street Union Pacific
selling at 1:10, a loss of 71.4, and
other stocks with nearly as great a
loss.
At that hour call money was
at ou per cent.
Kffett Purely IxxvU.
Washington. D. C Oct. 12. Dis
patches from Chicago.
Kansas City,
San Francisco and other large cities
say that tne panic In Wall street
New York, has
not affected the
situation in those cities.
Kxcitomont on Wall Street.
Excitement amounting
almost to
alarm marked the opening of business today In Wall street. The stock
market fepenmd
4'utralized under
heavy selling
in all de
partments of the exchange and a
run of considerable 'proportions was
being made at the various offices of
the Knickerbocker
Trust company.
At tne main oltlce on Fifth avenue
and 34th street, more than 150 per
sons were 1n line at 10:30 and a line
In
of carriages
waiting extended
more than, a block.
The
stock
market's opening
showed severely the effect of the renewed shock to confidence caused by
the spread of financial distrust by
tne published details of the affairs
of the Knickerbocker
Trust company: I'rices (broke widely jn open
ing transactions under this outpouring of stocks, but almost Immediately rallied.
The rebound
approximated from
to one-haof the first
break. This was followed by a second break which in turn was succeeded by good rally, the decline
having been arrested before the prewere broken
vious low records
through.
With this demonstration
of effectiveness of the support for
the market, a somewhat more tranquil feeling ensued.
Kervou-metApparent,
Rankers, brokers and business men
generally came down to their otllces
early today to prepare for whatever
further developments there might be
In the financial
There
situation.
was considerable
nervousness as a
concernof
developments
result
the
ing the Knickerbocker
Trust company. The news printed tolay that
the National Rank of Commerce
yesterday gave notice that it would
decline longer to act as clearing
house agent for the Knickerbocker
Trust company and the resignation
of Charley T. Rarney as president
of the trust company, served to un
settle tne sentiment more man the
Morse-Hcinz- e
developments of last

of Panics He
Will Not Falter.
POLICY WILL NOT BE
ALTERED l

Trouble Over Mine Causes H.
S. Buckner to Kill
David James.

SLAYER MADE QUICK
LEAST.
ESCAPE ON HORSE

Nashville, Tenn., Oct. 22. President Roosevelt in his address at the
Auditorium today, said:
mere has been trouble in the
stock market In the high financial
world during the last few months.
The Fiatement has frequently been
made that the policies which I stand
for, legislative and executive, are responsible for the trouble. Now these
policies of mine can be summed ud
In a brief sentence. I want to punish
successful dishonesty. I doubt If these
policies have any material effect in
bringing about the present trouble,
but if they have, it will not alter in
the slightest degree my determination
mat for the remaining
sixteen
months of my term, these policies
shall be persevered In unswervingly."
I'rcslilciit llouiully Clirvrcd.
The president made this forcible
statement to one of the biggest audiences that ever gathered in Nashville, and he was roundly cheered.
the applause continfor nve minutes
ued and It was with diftlculty that
he was able to continue his speech.
He made a strong address here and
afterward was taken for a brief drive
over the city and an Informal recep
tion at tne fianters notel.
The president arrived from Missis
sippi early this morning via a special train, and his entrance to the
city was greeted by one of the nol.sest
demonstrations ever accorded an executive of any nation. Whistles, bells
and all other kinds of noise makers
were called into requisition for the
purpose of welcoming him.
He left for Washington this after
noon, and will reach the capital to
morrow after several brief slops.

22.
Globe. Oct.
David James,
one of the owners of the Globe Elec
tric Light and Oas company,
was
shot, ami probably fatally wounded
last night by H. S. Ruckner. Ruekner.
who apparently had been wailing for
his victim, rode up on a horse
as
James was coming from the gas
piant, ana with a revolver at close
range shot James Just below the
heart. Ruckner escaped but officers
are on his trail.
It is understood
that the reason for the shooting was
over
mining claims.
irouoie
TTuuhlp.
JaniCH K.xiM-a'Janies had told several
of his
rrlends during the past few days that
he expected trouble with
Ruckner,
but rather believed It would be of a
legal nature, as Ruckner claimed that
James hud "Jumped"
his mining
property. James insisted that he had
not Jumped the claims but that he
took them up after Ruckner
had
failed to work them properly and
they belonged to anyone.
Ruckner has been watching developments of the prospects In question
and It Is believed that the showing
made In the ore taken
from the
mines caused him to reach such a
pitch of fury that he determined to
shoot James.
That he deliberately planned the
affair was shown by the manner In
which he waited until the owner of
the electric plant made his Usual
evening Inspection of the piant. and
started down a dark street toward
his home. Then Ruckner rode up to
him. and parties In that vicinity
claim, shot him down without
a
w ord.

e.000,000 From Crt-lVou- .
Washlnjrtbn, D. C. Oct. 22. When
Secretary Cortelyou wan questioned
BAPTISTS WILL MEET
today as to his Intentions with respect to the financial situation in
New York, he said he waa not preto make any statement.
It
HEREJOVEIER 14 Ispared
known, however, that the secretary stands ready to meet any situaThe New 'Mexico Raptlst college at tion that may develop and that he
tion will meet
the Hautlst is in a position to do this. It Is
wall
church at Albuquerque on Thursday, understood that Cortelyou has ordered $.U00.00rt distributed among
14.
November
Kach J'.'it'st church Is expected to the leading banks of New York.
fiend three messengers and, if the
membership of a. church exceeds
tifty, it is entitled to oiie additional
SMELTER COMPANY
messenger for each twenty-tlv- e
members, or fraction thereof, above fifty.
a
It
church has one hundred mem
HAS jTOPPED WORK
bers, it Is entitled to live messeng
er and so on.
This lias been a very prosperous
year for the Raptlsts of the territory
Redding. Calif., Oct. 22. In obedyesterday
aim a large attendance of niesseng- - ience to orders received
ers is expected. There will be also from Boston, the Ralakala
Copper
a number of distinguished visitors company stopped construction work
today on the big smelter now nearly
to the convention.
Twenty-liv- e
missionaries have been completed at a cost of a million dolemployed this year and over $10, out) lars. Nothing more will be done until
has been expended on missionary the copper market is more favorable.
work.
An active campaign is now
.
mm
on to raise sufficient funds to wind
up the year's work without a debt.
Kansas City. Mo., Oct. 22. Kight
New Mexico
Haptlst
college at hundred indictments, it s expected,
Alaui"gordo belongs to the conven- will be returned by the grand Jury
tion and a girls' dormatory costing this week for violations of the law
It.'J'Mi is now in process of erection. againyt working on Sunday.
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Mass Meeting In
Near Future.
A representative gathering of business men and citizens of this city an
county, met last evening at 8 o'clock
In the apartments on the second floor
of the 'Zelger block, and formed the
Rernalillo County Statehood league,
a
organization, which
will
work
to
without regard
party lines for the cause of statenon-partis-

hood.

The meeting was an enthusiasts
There was little oratory, little
discussion but an earnest businesslike way of doing things, which wt nt
further to show the sentiment in this
county than any meeting that could
have been assembled.
The people of thls: county are for
As Chairman
statehood.
Chllders
stated, there is considerable doubt if
a man, woman or child could be
fcund who would not sign a petition
or register a vote for statehood for
New Mexico.
The meeting In every
way was a representative one and
a'l parties and factions In this county
were represented.
Speeches, short and straight to the
point, devoid of flowery sentiment,
were made by republicans, democrats
and others scarcely Identified , with,
either party. .
It was a cltlsens meeting and It
had but one objeet the forwarding
of the statehood movement.
Largo Attendance. .
The spHcious room over Zelger's
cafe was crowded to Its capacity and
many were standing.
Gov. E. 8. Stover called the meeting to order and gave as an excuse
for his Intuitive movement that he
was probably the oldest in the room
and had probably attended more or
equally as many statehood meetings
as any other man in the room. The
speaker nominated W. B. Chllders,
whom he Introduced as another tireless worker for statehood, for temporary chairman of the meeting.
Nestor Armijo was made temporary secretary. The chairman selected two committtees, one on resolutions and the other on permanent
organization.
Permanent Organization.
Permanent organization was finally
effected with officers as follows:
President William R. Chllders.
First Vice President Harvey B.
Fergusson.
Vice
Second
President Sheriff
Perfecto Armijo.
Treasurer Mayor Frank McKee.
Recording
Secretary
Jay
A.
Hubbs.
Corresponding
Secretary P.
P.
McCanna.
In addition to the above officers
there will be an executive committee,
on which every precinct In the county will be represented.
The members
of this committee are to be appointed by the president as soon as the
names of the logical persons can be
obtained, and through these commit
teemen tne league, as the organization Is to 'be known, hopes to have
meetings held In each precinct in the
county. The committeemen will act
as delegates to the meetings of the
league to be held In the future.
Ciov.
Hirry Will Attend.
Col. W. S. Hopewell, one of the
prominent democrats at the meeting.
suggested that the next meeting of
the league be held at the Klks' opera
house at a time suitabla to Governor
Curry, who will be Invited to attend.
The governor waa called to Roswell
where he had an engagement and as
he was compelled to leave the capital a day earlier than anticipated, he
was unable to write a letter, which
he had promised to have read before
the new league last evening.
lie stated, however, that he would
meet with the league just as soon as
possible and address the members
upon the statehood question. Gov
ernor Curry originated the statehood
league Idea and he made the request
that every county form such an association In order to unite the people of the whole territory
into a
working organization.
Territorial OrgHiiiiation.
A territorial organization will later
leagues
be formed and the county
will
with this central
body, of which they will form the
nucleus. The league last evening
adjourned until early In November,
at which time the officers will ra- range with the governor for a meeting at which he can be prt.-enThe following committees were ap
pointed last evening and made re
ports, short and to the point, which
were unanimously accepted:
i n permanent
organization. George
Klock. chairman; T. N. Wilkerson,
K. S. Stover, W. S. Hopewell and ll.
W. Harrison.
On resolutions, F. W. Clancy, chair
man: I. Hanley. W. W. Mcliellan, A.
U. Stroup. Frank H. Moore.
Mayor Frank McKee said that if
the next meeting was in the afternoon the Klki' would donate free of
charge, their opera house for the
use of the league.
This was a sample of the "get to
gether" spirit manifested throughout
one.

Snapshot tukou at tlio moment of ascent from ground, showing Major
IlctrHoy of the United States balloon, mid A. T. Arthur In the cur of
tlio balloon.
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chief at Grand '.''Junction, at once, 400
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keys at 8 o'clock tnnluhi Thi. i.
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An ultimatum
was sent in (tinrier..
h...Jf
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III
' raUma.i
the operators this
uiiudi,.
arrived
from Grand Junction last
night and held a conference
with
Resident Perham and the officials of
the Klo rimnila until a lnt- e- iiuui.
I......
1 his conference
was unsatisfactory
and this morning the ultimatum was
prepared and sent to the railroad of.
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Eastern Star Will Also Meet
At That Place During
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trouble resulted until Perham, who
w i re Liiiei
iiic-urana junction, Colo., refused to aitest out a wire
for' th U'pdf.rn TTntftn
mwit.
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Blnoe. For this refunal, the Denvtr
wnu jtio uranue uiscnarRed him. The
.
It. T. official a took the matter up
with t ll tt ril'I I O ri a ft aw
J
w eek.
succetwful
conferences, took a vot of
I'liiaiK'trnt Confer.
the
railway
telegrapher
as
to
calling
of
Toe magnitude
the business
strike, resultliiK in a unanimous
by
the Knickerbocker avntP
transacted
I ha
V...
ulrilra iirKUk
company,
miw
deposits called fur
" mi u ...ill
4v
Trust
with
tonight unless ijkeggs
Is reln- amounting to more than sixty .milKe v. as the
lion dollars, gave a much more seri M.iieu, which is not
ous aspect to the changes made in railroad officials are firm.
its management than did the changes
in the
Morae- relatively Bmaller
Heinzo concern. The announcement MODERN
WOODMEN OF
of Barney's resignation was followed
by a series of conferences of financial men which continued until 2
o'clock this morning. Among those
AMERICA LODGE
present were J. llerpont Morgan
and his partners.
Their Statement.
After thejie meetings a statement
was given out 'by the directors of
the Knickerbocker Trust company to
the effect that It had been decided
in view of Barney's relations with
C P. Palmer,
is at the head
interests, that all of the movement who
the aiorse-Helnto organize
good
Interests would be bet served by fellowship camp of Modern aWoodhis resignation as president and di- men of America in this city, is meetrector, al.o aa director of the Rank ing with good success. The neces
f Commerce; that as the Knicker
sary petition required by
head
bocker Trust company will hereaf camp, which Mr. Palmer Is the
circulat
by
guarantees
Itself,
ad
of
ter clear
ing, had 25 names on it todav and
ditional ca.h, should It be needed, every Woodman whom he has met,
have been obtained, and the Knick
up.
'Ihere are nearly sixty
erbocker will be amply prepared to Woodmen in the city whose
meet emergencies
that may grow
l
hu hay, and there
no
out of the change In the method of loubt that the required number of
clearing: that the Knickerbocker has forty will
soon be listed on the pemore than eight million dollars cash tition.
in it.s vaults, and that the meeting
of the trut company presidents last airship rovrrsTs
night was largely for the purpose ot
POSTPONKD TODAY
outlining a plan for a clearing houae
St. Liiuis, Oct. 'il. Tile
dirigible
of trust companies similar to that of balloon or alr.-hi-p
races, scheduled
c
for loilay a part of the week's
the banks.
carnival, have been pontponed
until tomorrow afternoon because of
NTKAMr.lt WKNT ASIIOItK
IHKINO IIKAVY 1Ki the Inability of some of the contestSweden, Oct. 22. The ants to get their machines in shape
Malmo.
while the international cup balloons
Russian steamer Lltuanla, from
for Copenhagen and New York had the right of way on the balloonand having aboard about 500 pas- ing grounds. Several motor propelled
sengers, went ashore off killings to- vehicles, however, will make exhibiday during a thick fog.
tion (lights today.
'
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Committed Suicide.
nit bjr ail Kngiiie.
Chicago, J 11.. Oct. 1!2. James
Dallas. Texas. Oct. 'it. Charles
roy,
S7, wan struck by an
aged
today
Hamilton committed suicide
gine and killed today.
because of ill health.
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Entire County to be Organized by
Precincts and Governor Curry
To Be Asked to Attend Big

-

Tells Tennesseeans That

Bernalillo County League
Last Night.

HUNDREDS OF VISITORS
Carlsbad, N. at., Oct. 22. This is
Masons week in this city and a large
nunmer or members of the Masonic
orders of New Mexico are here for
the grand lodge meeting.
Yesterday and today were deyoted to the
reception of Masons and their wives,
and the opening of the grand lodge,
but this evening the real business
program will begin. The grand lodge
meeting will continue until Thurs
day night, after which It will give
place to the grand lodge of the Order of Eastern Star, which will meet
tor two days.
A reception and banquet will be
served to the members of the grand
lodge and their wives this evening
by the Carlsbad lodge, and tomor
row win 'be devoted to the work and
Initiation rites of the Royal Arch
Masons.
The Knights Templar will
have charge of affairs Thursday and
there Is a considerable
class for
them to initiate.
KuMtern Star,
Friday morning the grand lodge
of the Kaatern Star of New Mexico
will be called Into session and for
two days the ladies, with the assistance of their husbands, will look
after business transactions which
concern that order and also initiate
several new members, the latter feature being put on for the entertainment of the visitors by a local team.
The attendance Is larg,e and the
town is full of Masons.
They are
being royally entertained and a man
with a Masonic look or badge Is not
permitted to apend money that did
As a connot come fr3m carlsbad.
sequence, everyone Is having a good
time. In addition to the program
of the local lodge for the entertainment of the visitors, a number of
private receptions and dinners have
been arranged.
ovenior Prenent.
Governor Curry is in attendance
at the grand lodge meeting, the first
becoming
he has attended
since
governor, and he is not only an inspectator
terested
at the lodge meetings, but a much sought guest in
Carlsbad.

i:pidk.mic OP CRIMC

AND SK1.P .M TRUCK
Denver, Colo., Oct. 22. Murder
and sulcldo were in the air yesterday and today. Whether the weather
or some psychological reason Is re- ponsible for the epidemic of attempted suicide and crime, a curious
muvc of violence Is hanging
over
Denver.
John White, clerk in Inland Inn,
took poison because he was in 111
health.
John W. Rurke tried the gas route,
leaving note accusing wife and W. G.
Carter, his landlord. After his release
from Jail this morning Kurke returned home and almost killed his wife
with his bare fists.
Miss Lena Stevenson, 135S
Jason
street, tried to Btarve
to
herself
death because of poverty.
Mrs. I,ena. Etlinger, 1370 Hooker
street, attempted to throw herself In
front of a moving engine because she
was dt'serted by invalid husband.
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Hrown, grand master of
the grand lodge of Arizona, has been
invited by the 'iucson board of school
trustees to lay the corner stone of
the Tucson high school building on

TASK

This Feature ol Railroading
Has Become a Business
In Itself.

,

,

The systematic movement of fast
Or preference, freight Is letut spectacular than the flight of luxurious
passenger trains, but, nevertheless. It
la one of the slKnlllcent achieve
menu of modern railroading, and Is
really a greater monument to the in
Kenuity ahd
organiza
tion of the great transportation ex
Is
the wonderful service
fierts than
of the dazzling limited.
A regular schedule, as definite and
fixed as the passenger schedule, Is
me perreclinE step in the rapid
movement of preference freight. A
ahort while ago five carloads of silk
were carried In a single train across
thn continent, from Kan Francisco to
Xvew York.
The contents of each train were
worth about one hundred thousand
dollars, so that both speed and safe
ty were needed in moving this Investment of half a million.
The
train went from the Pacific coast to
Chicago in six days, and was .pulled
vy me Pennsylvania on the r re'
ular fast freight schedule from Chi
cago to .New York in sixty hours.
As another example, a train of
An Kxaniplc
berries leaves Richmond or Cape
Charles, Va., at 2:30 in the morning
ana is in .New York the same eve
rilng. Cattle are carried
through
irom .rittsourg to the docks in Ph adelphia in less than twenty-fou- r
auurs.
The pioneer fast freight oreaniza
tion of America is the Union Star
line, wnicn now carries through
freight tratlic over the
Pennsylvania
nystem. (Seventy years ago the business was established by (Ueech &
Co.. of Philadelphia,
and Clark &
Co., of Pittsburg, as an adjunct of
iimir concerns.
How It Works.
In 1862 is was oreanlzml s an In.
dependent
freight line, operating
numoer oi railroads between
me Atlantic coast and the MlxaUain
pi. Ten years later the Pennsylvania Katlroad company purchased
the Union line and since that time Its
function has been
of the fast
freight line for that
company's
the
through traffic that is, of trattic
passing over the lines east and west
o Pittsburg.
With the local traffic beginning or
vuuuig on me eastern or western
lines it has nothinar to dn: that i
f
a. distinctly
separate
class, cared
lor oy me railroad organization itself. The equipment used In handling the preference freight Is selected with extra care, and these trains
.nave special track rights.
IttLPLOYES CHARGED
WITH STICKING ltOLXS.
oacramento, ual., Oct. 22. iKour
well known employes of the Southern
station at Sulsun were arrested at 2 o'clock this morning Jn this
city charged with stuffing .the month-l- y
payrolls of the company. They are
ujiaiu luuui, u.
Racine
road master between oouinern
itv
this
Beulcia; Louis Choate, his ibookkeep- , uu.
ana Uuck Wtl-oforeman In charge of workinir
crews. While the full extent of the
mens or the ouartet hm. nn.t hwn
determined, a shortage of 14,000
already been found In the books. has
Tobin has been in charge of the
wivision lor me past 15 months and
was considered one of the tnost
and capable of thn Amnirwo
Several months ago he took Choate
in nis employ and a few weeks later
the two foremen were riven iheir
positions. The four then ibegan a
iBinauc pian to cerraud the company. Dummy names
were placed
on the payroll and every month the
men had their salaries fattened a
few hundred dollars.
A. G. Wells, general manager of
the Santa Fe coast lines, with hbj
family, has gone to New York
for a
long rest. Mr. Wells has been
111
lor some time, having undergone an
operation for appendicitis in Los Angeles. No date is fixed for his return
to his duties, but it will not be until
he has thoroughly recovered his
health.
Fred Jacobson, gang foreman at
the roundhouse, has resigned and he
and Mrs. Jacobsun will return to
their former home In Chicago.
O. Yates, a boilermaker. was seriously injured yesterday by a heavy
piece of steel falling on his foot. He
is in the company hospital.
The 8anta Fe has a force at work
excavating for the new storehouse.
A long basement will be constructed
beneath the building.
Bruce Drowning and bride have
returned from a six weeks' trip in
the east. He Is distribution clerk at
the local shops.
James Kurn. of L&a Yeaas. suner- lntendent of the New Mexico division, was In the city today on an inspection trip.
Paul Scott, who has been ill at
Ms former home In Indiana, has returned to this city and resumed his
position as clerk to the general foreman.
C. Tletson. division, engineer, was
ice of the Santa Fe. left last night
for Los Angeles on business.
C. Betsonfl division engineer, was
here from San Marctal yesterday.
O. F. Higglnson, trainmaster at
Wliislow, Is in the city.
Stomach troubles, Heart and Kidney ailments can be quickly corrected with a prescription
known to
druggists everywhere as Dr. Snoop's
prompt
and surRestorative.
The
prising relief which this remedy Immediately brings Is entirely due to
its Restorative action upon the controlling nerves of the Stomach, etc.
Sold by all dealers.
n,

etfl-cle- nt

unuay afternoon, October 2 7.
Losing his balance while at work
on the new store house building of
me tjopper uueen. Immediately be
hind the store at Ulsbee, Ariz., Horace Anderson, a carpenter, plunged
to the ground, a distance of twenty-fiv- e
feet, and was seriously injured.
miring the past week the most Important event at the smelters in
iHiuglas, Ariz., was the starting of
the reverbatory furnace at the Cop
per yueen plant. This furnace is a
new smelting process which has been
Installed for the more economical
handling of the very fine ores and
the fine dust which is saved from
the converters.
With a string of eighty-fiv- e
quail
and a number of ducks, Dick Goodwin and Charley
Shollander, both
well known young men of Blsbee,
Ariz., returned from the vicinity of
San Pedro after a hunt of one day.
Goodwin stated that the game in
that section is in abundance this year
and that the birds are in the finest
condition for eating.
A pomegranate, weighing a pound
and a half and measuring fourteen
Inches In circumference, has been
grown by a rancher near Tempo,
Ariz.

The Arizona Teachers' association
in Phoenix
during the
aates or tne territorial fair, Govern
ber 11th to 16th, inclusive.
The coal mines near Plnedale. Na
vajo county, are to be opened and a
large force of men will be employed
Graham and Pima county capital is
Denlncl the enterprise.
With a force of men, aggregating
runy lau, employed In the roundhouse construction and the general
yard improvements and extensions at
Globe. Ariz.,
the Valley railroad
properties present a scene of wonder
activity
ful
at present
will meet

HOTEL,

ARRIVALS.

Alva ratio.

W. 8. Fraser, Chicago: J. II. Gil
lett. New York; L. M. Lyon, New
York; Mrs. R. S. (Phelps, Oakland,
cat.: ta. j. Marshall. Gall B. John
son, Los Angeles: Emma Johnson.
Salem, Ore.; Otto A. flayer, St. Jos- epn, jvio.; ta. uuinzburg. New York
D. W. Halsted,
Wisconsin;
R.
S.
Smith, Los Angeles; F. C. Smalley,
Chicago; Z. A. Oppenhelmer,
New
York: B. A. Bok. Los Anneles: C.
H. Hall, Chicago; J. Q. Best, Kan
sas uny.
St urges.
Mrs. J. J. White. Los Lunas: Thoa
F. Jones, Cerrlllos; K. Pennypacker,
C. A. McK night, Chicago; F. Palmer, Cerrlllos; N. H. Cramer, Las
vegas; William N. Berger, Belen;
F. Flalz, Las Vegas: Jack Ryan, San
Francisco; K. E. Whitney, Chicago;
J .D. Waterman, San Francisco.
Grand Central.
Prof. F. J. Emmett and wife, Chicago; A. E. Jeffries, L. Maxwell, H.
L Creswlck, J. A. Dickson, I. A.
Hamilton. Las Vegas; A. Nathan,
New York; C. Betson, San Marclal;
H. D. Allen, O. C. Leach, E. W.
E. A. West, P. Stuart J. J.
Ganghan, F. C. Edwards, Las Vegas.
Cralge.
J. T. Woodson, Kansas City; William G. Rogers
and wife. Crystal
Theater; G. O. Woolmerton, Frank
K. Owen, Santa Fe;
E. McQueen
Gray, Carlsbad; J. R. Plunnett, El
Paso.
Savoy.

SA11HATH O.N SATURDAY

Judge Iteeidea That Tliey
ureuK nniHwui 1MW ly
l
Working Sunday.
INew York, Oct., 22. Three Ta
per hangers who were arrested last
Sunday for breaking the Sunday
law were discharged In the Butler
Street court this morning by Mag- lstate Tighe. They proved they were
orthodox Jews, and observed their
Sabbath, and, according to the law,
were free to work on Sunday.
Jne decision is an important one,
Inasmuch as there are 400.000 or
thodox Jews in Greater New York.
The Jewish merchants on the east
side assert that the decision al.-t- au
thorizes them to keep open shop
Sundays. lit Is probublo that seri
ous complications will ari.se us a re
sult of the decision.
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We have a Fine Assortment
Heaters bought in car lots.
Prices and quality defy com-
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Cheap for Cash or on Pay"We Set 'em Up.
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W. V. FUTRELLE, Albuauerque, N. M.
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Eclipse Wind Mills, LightningkHay Presses, Walter A. Wood
Mowers and Binders, Bain and Old Hickory wagons
t
ALL KINDS VEHICLES

and Snapshot Taken From
Jack at Work at

,

Sh owing the

New York, Oct. 22. One man
high in the air, blocked trnllic hundreds of feet below and necessitated
a police detail, which, stopping to
gaze, forgot its purpose and watched
with the thrilled thousands.
The man was Ernest Capelle, a
steeple Jack, and he swung 700 feet
over Droadway In a bo'.suns chair,
gilding the giant ball on the Hag
pole at the top of the tower of the
new
Singer building. the
tallest skyscraper In the world.
Capelle was working higher than
any steeple jack ever worked before,
but he didn't seem to mind it. He
was as cool as If shingling the old
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Write
for
Co.Catalogue and
red barn.
Although the welded steel shaft
inches In
that holds the ball Is 10
inches
diameter at Its base and 5
J. D. Xaktn, Preeldeut
at the top, it swayed gently as CaQ. Olomi, Vie President.
rVTvJ'S! O. Btcieckl, Ttwnxrz.
sevby
pelle was hoisted to the peak
eral workmen;
below,
On the street, 4 2 stories
Broadway was crowded with huEaeettaort to
manity which blocked the street cars.
MCUNI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI V QIOMI.
Thousands choked the narrow thoroughfare to watch the man.
WMOLmmALK OCALhTRB IN
Uelow Capelle, some 4U0 feet, steel
workers, 300 feet from the pavement,
stopped their work to show a professional Interest In this man's thrilling
Capelle's contract calls for
stunt.
Wa knap avrytblng In ttook to outfit tbo
gilding the dome and adding five
moMt fastidious bar eomplata
coats of paint. He gets $1,000 for
the Job.
Have bean appointed excluelve agenta In the touthwaal fan 3ec a,
chlltz, Wm. Lamp and 8t. Lou la A. B. C Brewer lee; Yallewetona,
Green River, W. H. MeBrayer'a Cedar Brook, Loule Hunter, T.J. Man.
arch, and other atandard bruida of whleklea too numerua ta mantlan,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
GIVE US A CHANCE
Bat aell the atratfht article aa received by ut from tba beat j'laerlea,
Dlat'.lleiiea and Breweries In Ue United 6Ut a. Call aid laaeet au
To figure on that bill of lumber.
Stock and Prlco, or writ for IUuatrated CxlaJoffae
rian hit.
own
our
comes
from
Our lumber
Isaued to dealera onlj.
'
mills located in the best body of
timber in New Mexico.
A large stock
of dry spruce
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when it is Just as cheap?
It will pay you to look Into this.
s
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Consolidated Liquor Company

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
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Phone 8.
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DONA

INCREASE

Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 22.
to the abstract of the tax rolls
or Dona Ana county this year, riled
In the office of Traveling
Auditor

Chnrles V. Safford the net Increase
over the previous year Is $43,997. The
total assessed valuation for 1907 Is
J2, 573, 983 as compared with 12,531,-36- 6
In 1906, and minus the exemptions allowed as heads of families the
total amount this year actually subject to taxation is $2,407,3X6.
The largest Individual Increase
shown In the classified Items Is in
city or town lots in which an advance is Indicated of $72,935. This
more than otTsets the decrease in agricultural lands, a decline In which
appears amounting to $64,717. There
Is an Increase In grazing lands
of
$30,573.
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NORRIS&ROWE'S
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R. m. MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Care; Bhaft-tng- e.
Pulleys, Orade Bare, Babbit Metal; Columns ejad Iroa
Fronts for Buildings.
R0pmlr on Mlnlnm and W Machinery m Mpaolalty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. Bt.

elsetvaaotceo
A NEW

Out cf Sight.
"Out of sight, out of mind." Is an
old saying which applies with special
force to a sore, burn or wound that's
been treated with Bucklen't Arnica
Salve. It's out of sight, out of mind
and out of existence. Piles too and
chilblains disappear under Its healing Influence. Guaranteed
by all
dealers. 60c.

m

Foundry and

Albuquerque

ANA COUNTY

SHOWS

GRANDE LUMBER

RIO

n,

J. L. Young, Belen; J. S. Jones,
Las Vegas; Chas. E. Spath, Aztec;
H. P. Runker, Richland Center, Pa.;
F. W. (McClelland.
New
Orleans;
Rev. Albert Murphy, Cincinnati; S.
R. Russell, Ogden, Utah.
JEWS CAN OBSERVE

iot.

22,

Coal or Wood

Mexico.

Herbert

A

Porflro Abreu. ranrhtnnn near Pe- nnsco, Taos county, was in Santa Fe
today on business.
W. L. Corbett. the civil engineer,
left Santa Fe overland yesterday fur
Tao, where he has been engaged to
'
make a mineral survey.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the territorial mounted police, left Santa Ke
ypsterday afternoon for Roswell and
other points in southeastern New
Francisco Sandoval, Lamlco Sandoval and Fells Sandoval, resident'
of I'ecos, are In Santa Fe on a visit
to relatives nnd friends.
'Professor J. D. Tlnsley. of the New
Mexico College of Agriculture
and
Mechanic Arts, spent part of the last
Vegas
attending
week in Las
the
farmers' convention there.
M.
Alfredo
Sanchez. nslstant superintendent of public Instruction at
Santa Fe left today for El Rlto.
where he will deliver nn address nt
the teachers' Institute of Rio Arriba
county.
Myer Friedman, for many years a
merchant In Las Vegas, of late a resident of San Francisco, where he Is
In the real estate business, Is In the
Meadow City on a visit to relatives
and friends.
AUss Blanch Story, of St. Louis,
Missouri, Is expected to arrive
in
Santa Fe today and will be a house
guest of Mr. and Mrs. William
Vaughn during the winter. She Is a
cousin of Mrs. Vaughn.
H. W. Campbell, of Lincoln, Neb.
superintendent of the farm depart
ment of the Santa Fe railway and
an authority on the Campbell system
of soil treatment, was among those
who attended the farmers conven
tion in Las Vegas.
George M. Chase, a mining engineer from South Dakota, Is in the
Cochlti mining district making
an
examination
of mining properties
mere, ir nis reports are favorable it
is likely that some renewed mining
activities may result in the district
Governor George Curry and son,
Charles Curry, are in Roswell, where
the boy will be placed In the New
Mexico military Institute as a cadet
Governor Curry will swing around
the circle in eastern and southeastern
New Mexico and will return to Santa
Fe In about a week.
(Charles A. Haynes left Santa Fe
this morning on an eastern vacation
trip, the principal objective points of
wnicn will be Chicago and Syracuse,
New York. At the latter place he
will visit a sister whom he has seen
but once since they were children
fifty years ago. He will be the guest
or a brother In Chicago.
The following have been appointed
notaries puunc ty Governor Curry;
Fountain, of Las Cruces,
Katherlne
Dona Ana county; B. H. Moeller, of
Lincoln. Lincoln county; L. B. Reynolds, of Springer,
Colfax county;
Charles W. DeFreest,
of Roswell,
unlives county; Sophia E. Johnson,
of Albuquerque. Bernalillo county: 8.
A. Wallace, of
Plalnvlew, Chaves
county; Thomas K. D. Maddison, of
AiDuquerque, Uernalillo county.
A marriage
license was Issued
this morning to Miss Leonor Rivera,
aged 18, of Nambe, and Salvador
Perez, aged 25, of Cochlti. They will
be married in the Catholic church at
Santa Cruz. The bride-eleIs an Indian maiden and the prospective
groom an Indian youth and a touch
of romance attaches to their wedding.
They were both students at
the Indian Industrial school In San
ta Fe and It was while attending the
iiiKiiiuuon mat me acquaintance be
gan which culminates In their mar
rlage.
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Superior Lumber and Mill Go.

Tuesday Night, Oct, 29

IiuiiHtliutc lhuuicr of the Closing
of Hie Ulg Plant is NuUl
To He 1'uMHitl.
Tin
Remarkable
Musical Sih-irrescott. Ariz., Oct. 22. That
there Is no Immedate danger of the
lluniboldt smelting plant shutting
down, despite all rumors to the con
trary, that have been alloat in differ
ent parts of the couaiy during the
past month, will be pleasant news
to the milling interest of the coun
try.
General Manager T. II. Oxnam. of
the Consolidated Arizona Smelting
company, stated that there was not
one word of truth In the report that
operations would be discontinued at
the plant, but on the other hand he
Is of the opinion that its capacity
may te Increased.
"I have definite instructions
to
keep the plant rui ning," he said,
"and there is absolutely no truth in
Hook by SyiliMv
the report that operations will be
Muic by . T. 1 rune Is.
suspended here. The revtrberatory
and 1last furnaces are running full
capacity and there are ample funds From The Herald Square Theatre,
on hand to meet all the company's
Fascinating
Strongest
Chorus,
obligations."
Possible Cast, Headed by
Trial Catarrh treatments are being
The Inimitable Comedian
mailed out free, on request, by Dr.
Shoop, Racine, Wis. These tests are
proving to the people without a
penny's cost
the great value of
this scientific prescription known to
And Hushing
druggists everywhere as Dr. Slioop's
by
Remedy.
Sold
Catarrh
all

We have the only planing mill In the southwest that Is equipped to make Sash. Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts and Fixtures or
anything that a first class planing mill Is expected to do at reasonWrite or call on us before placing: your order for mill
able
WHlBt'Umwork.
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

I

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Rooting

First and Marquette

lloM-nfol-

SNITZ EDWARDS

ALBUQUERQUE, N.
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BUILDERS'

NewsHff Troupe Russian Dancers.

The Letfel Trio.
Aerialists Supreme.
Melnotte Lenolle Troupe. Wire Artists.

LILA BLOW Grana Spectaculai

The Banvard Family,
Trampoline Bars. The

Street Parade 10.30 a. m

AND

Alboqoerque, New Mexico

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

Paint None Ilet-U- r.
Native aiul Chicago I.umbor. Slier
nuildlng Taper, rUusur, IJine, Content, Glass, Saiilt, Poors, lUc
Etc.,

J.

Etc
C.

BALDRIDCE

423 South First

5
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FACH YHKKE.

FEVERISH" WEEK

0,000.??

IN MARKET

AFFAIRS

HARDWARE STOCEC
7

New York, Oct. 22. The week has
been a 'period of feverlshness Rnd At
In the stock market.
times the street was lull of disturbing rumors, and the embarrassment
of one important operator in copper
added to the prevailing demoralization. This continued liquidation was.
of course, a part of the general reaction which began with contraction
In the money market, was accelerated by various exposures and legislative attacks, and is now causingfin-a
wholesale and somewhat radical
How far the
ancial
decline will go. It is beyond human
knowledge to predict; but It Is safe
to say that many of the rumors In
circulation were gross exaggerations,
and that there is no need for any
repetition of the financial hysteria
which marked the August break in
the stockmarket.
Klnce January first we have had a
not
shrinkage In securities of fully, if railover, 13,500,000,000. .Many good
road shares have had their values
The
cut in half during that period. more
Industrials have suffered even
only
drastic decline, toeing cut not quarinto halves, but intn thirds and
tremendous
a
such
After
ters.
shrinkage, It is almost folly to tallc
be
of panic. Violent 'breaks may
possible, but the chances of a genuine panic with all the disaster and
derangement which that means are
Had the
exceedingly remote.
which have recently taken place occurred on the high level
of a year ago, we might, indeed,
have had to face a cataclysm. Asor.cIt
Is. the stock market has endured
of the greatest declines In history;
a decline equivalent to that of a
great panic but in an orderly and
well distributed fashion. Losses have
been enormous, but they have been
admirably met, and considering their
extent, the disasters following have
been remarkably few.
Too Son to ITcdlct.
It is yet too soon to take a very
reassuring view of the future; for it
is by no means certain that the
g
process Is complete.
There are still points of weakness re-In
the market, and no permanent
Many good secovery eliminated.
curities are today selling at exceedingly attractive prices; but buyers
will not take them until doubt has
been removed, and this continued
withholding of genuine buying has
weakness.
much to do with general
Moreover, buyers are becoming exdiscriminating,
investors
ceedingly
showing a marked preference for seof high
curities with management
house-cleanin-

n

Now being closed out for cash at a reduction of 25
P
to 75 per cent from regular prices P
P
P

Conditions Improving Now
However and Brighter
Time Is In Sight.

115 South First St.

WHITNEY COMPANY'S RETAIL DEPARTMENT

115 South First St.

g.

house-cleanin-

reputation.
About the only buying element,
Inhowever, at present Is the short ex-

has been greatly
This
terest.
.
. .1 niiNihimaa
4n CAl'Pr Otl
t.i
appear to be
reactions
pronounced
the mam support 10 nic
The number of
the time being.
but
bears has materially increased, lackconspicuously
is
element
that
years
ing in leadership. In previous
the big life insurance companies
of
have often been large purchasers
stocks in times of panic or .great
weakness; likewise the individuals
with the
more or less connected
management of these great institutions. The law, however, now prevents such operations, and the mar-of
element
ket Is deprived of that
support in cases of emergency.
I.lttlo Change.
The monetary situation shows little
still in force
change. High rales arediscriminating
bankers are
and
sharplv as to collateral and names.
durWhile "firm rates are anticipated
there
ing the remainder of the year, stringIs little fear now of extreme
ency.
The demands of the interior
have about
for crop moving purposes Very
soon
reached their height.
to
Teturn from
funds should (begin
has
Cortelyou
Secretary
the interior.
his resources,
not entirely exhausted
Is
and in cae of emergency it
believed he would afford furThe prospects of
ther assistance.
gold exports have also been modified
bv an increased supply of commercial bills afforded by the outward
movement of wheat and cotton. Europe Is taking our wheat much more
freely, and at present high prices this
adds materially to the supply of exchange.
Our foreign trade also makes more
are
favorable returns, since exports
decreasing;
increasing and imports
of
thus permitting a better balance
during
trade than was experienced
September
In
months.
summer
the
our merchandise exports were valued
at $13.1. 3(10.000, our Imports atexports
leaving the excess of
A year
for the month at $29,000.00.
ago the excess of exports was
was
excess
1905
In
the
and
$34.ioo,OOo. for some time past the
tendency has been toward a diminishing balance of trade. the high
prices prevalent in the I'nited States
exports and
to restrain
tending
stimulate imports.
Momentum Question.
The question now of greatest moment to business men is: Are we
entering a business reaction? Kvery
points to an affirmative
indication
answer. Wall street being the financial nerve center of the country Is
From
the first to feel a setback.
hence the wave of depression will
.

con-lideni- ly

$106,-300,00- 0,

spread to very section of the country with more or less severity. Improvements, enlargements and
of all sorts have been
checked by the developments at the
chief financial centers. Copper has
perhaps felt this reaction more severely than any other article because
which
of the excessive speculation
has taken place In that metal, and
use
many
Its
cases
tn
the fact that
can 'be dispensed with and substitutes
used. Iron felt the reaction much
less severely because prices have not
been pushed so unduly high, and its
use Is general and less of a luxury.
Another sign of business reaction
is the
which cannot be mistaken
break In staple cotton goods in the
Chicago market. All classes of cotton goods have been selling at remarkably high prices until finally the
limit had been reached, and conFor
sumption was being checked.
some time past the shrewdest manucotton
of
facturers and distributors
goods have been anticipating a turn
in the market, and now that It has
started, it is likely to spread beyond
Chicago.
The greatest depression
will probably be In
the Industrial
districts;
the agricultural sections
prosperity
of the
being benefited by
farmers.
Still another department of 'business which has been hurt by the
financial reaction Is the real estate
Here, there has been
movement.
wild speculation In districts connected with the great cities, but this, too,
has been brought to a sudden stop
by limitations of the money market.
Last September the contracts for new
buildings in New Yorw fell oft
or 40 per cent compared
with the same month in the previous year. Clearings at the leading
cities a week ago declined nearly 14
per cent.
While the bulk of the shrinkage
occurred in New York, it la observable that a number of Interior points
report declines in clearing house returns. Nevertheless, the west is still
optimistic, owing chiefly to the fact
o
and getthat farmers are
ting profitable prices for all their
products.
As to operations In the stock market, I continue to advise extreme
caution. The situation Is still confused, and until something occurs to
clarify the outlook,, operations on the
long side will Involve considerable
declines
risk, while the extreme
which have already taken place render the short side Increasingly hazardous.
HENRY CLEWS.
well-to-d-

VERY

GOOD

TEDDY, JR., TREES HARD FOR PLACE
ON HARVARD VARSITY THIS FALL

M. R. Summers, Secy.

JOHN M. MOORE REALTY CO.
Established 1888

Incorporated 1903

219 West Gold

Flro Insurance

Agent for the best tire
Insurance companies. Teh
ephone v the amount you
want on your resldense
and household good: It
I dangeroua to delay.

Telephone 10

LOANS

ABSTRACTS

Have negotiated loan
on Albuquerque real as-ta- te

Abstract of title furnished on Bernalillo County proparerty on abort notice. The only set of abstract book that I up to
date. Price reasonable.

tor the paat SO year,

without a tingle Iota to
loaner. Safety and ma t la-- fa
ctl on to both partlee.

SPECIAL THIS WEEK
1000 Acres of Valley Land
In a body within six miles of Albuquerque.
Cambridge. Mass., Oct. 21. Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., is trying hard
for the varsity eleven at Harvard. So
are three score other husky young
fellows. And as each has an even
chance to make good, Teddy, Jr.,
may be booting the pigskin in one of
the big games this fall for the alma
mater of his dad.
Teddy, Jr., igets no more consideration from the coaches than the eon
of a. Vermont farmer.
He Is but
one of many. If he Is "there" he
will be among the chosen few.
If

not. he will be among the majority.
Young Roosevelt is a well built
youngster. He has taken a preliminary course In athletics until he is
as muscular, in comparison, as 'his
Btrenuous father.
Kvery day at t jie trots out on
the field anal works out as hard as
If his future depended upon making
the eleven. Just now he Is in the
second squad. Some duy this fall
ho may do something that will attract the attention of the coaches,
and then he will be givun an opportunity on the varsity.

All under ditch, and sixty
acres under cultivation. Remainder of land is virgin soil free from alkali, and suitable for meadow, alfalfa and gardening. Good location
for a colony. Splendid investment for dividing up and selling in small
tracts, or by putting it all under cultivation. Will average 125 tons of
hay and alfalfa per annum at present.

Price $25.00 Per Acre
I

FOR SAIiK.

bargain for this week
residence, modNearly
ern". In fourth ward.
new, S full lots, fine lawn
and shade, barn. Eav pay-

$3350

only;

A

ments.

I

FOR SALE.
brick residence
with large grounds of finest
garden land. Barn and poultry houses. Fruit and shade
trees. 'Within thre blocks of
street railway.

Location very

HIS

IN

IF YOU NEED IT

FAVOR

For rent

parts of city.
for list.

In

92800

960002 lota with two

different

brick business houses.

Good
Investment, with certainty of
speedy advance In vilue.

Call at office

ORailroad frontage

jrd,

91800

t

FOR SALE.
cottage,
Modern
lots, close In.. Easy

well-know-

lf

aim

BITTERS

Cooper Fought to Retain Formula Which
Has Made a Fortune.
L. T. Cooper, the man who believes that 90 per cent of all ill
health of this generation Is caused
by stomach trouble. Is fast winning
a national faith in his theory. His
claim is now admitted by a surprising number of people throughout
the country, and he Is gaining new
adherents every day.
While speaking of his success In a
recent Interview, Mr. Cooper said:
"I believed ten years ago that any
ne who could produce a formula
that would thoroughly regulate the
stomach would have a fortune. When
I got hold of this formula I knew
within six months that I was right,
and that my fortune was made. I
called the medicine Cooper's Xew
Discovery, although I did not get up
the formula. I have owned It. however, for over three years. 1 have
had one lawsuit over It, which I won
in the courts.
When it was settled
The Cooper Medicine company became the only firm in the world that
can prepare
the medicine.
The
preparation
has sold like wildfire
wherever Introduced. As I have said
before, It Is successful simply because, it puts the stomach In perfect shape then nature does the rest.
There are any number of compluints
never before associated with stomach
trouble that the medicine has alleviated in thousands of cases."
Among statements
obtained recently from users of this medicine

that is arousing such universal discussion is one from Mrs. Kmma
Stanley, living in Chicago, at 713
Washington Koulevard,
who
said:
"Perhaps 1 had the most complicated
case that Mr. Cooper had to deal
with. 1 was troubled for years with
my stomach. I consulted with doctors and took many patent medicine
preparations
My
without
result.
stomach was In such a wretched
shape that I could not enjoy a meal
tiiat I ate.
"I was very nervous, and could
hardly sleep; I had a roaring in my
ears and dancing spots before my
eyes. I felt very bad and weak. Then
there was a very sore spot at the
pit of my stomach that nearly set

OfK0K00K30CCre

The St. Elmo

AMERICAN

MINING

JOSEPH

BARNETT7 PropV.

maaaa0ta10aaa,Sea0aiit

12 0 West Rail cad Avcnoe
W.

311-31-

SAMfLBT AND
CLUB ffOOMf

3

J.

PATTERSON

tuncl Boarding Stabler
Livery
West Silver Avenue.
Telephone
ALUUQUERQCE.

Joplin, Mo.
11,

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

00aOC00fOa

CONGRESS
Nov.

Fines! Whiskies

XEW MKXIOO.

to 17, 1907

me wild.
"I heard about the Cooper medl-rln- e
anil decided to try it. I used
four bottles, and the improvement in

my oa.e has been really wonderful.
My nerves have been quieted, and I
am so much Improved that I feel
like a new woman.
"I cannot say too much for these
wonderful remedies, for they have
made me well."
We sell
the Cooper medicines
anil consider them well worth a trial
by any one alllicted with chronic
stomach trouble and Its attendant
diseases.
The J. If. O'RIelly Co., corner
tral avenue and Second street.

Cen-

RATE

--

:

$38.35
To Joplin and Return

$UCCE$$
THEY $AY NOTHIXO $l'CCEEI$ LIKE $t'CCE$$.
I $l'PI'0$K THI$ 1$ TIUH
BUT IX ORDER TO
HAVE IO.ME $COCE$$ WITH WHICH TO
ICC-CKE-

Is to love (bildren, and no home
can be completely happy with-

Stop That Cold
To rtieck early eoUt or Grippe with "Preventiri"
fur Pneumonia. To .top a cold
with 'rveiiuc it infer than to M It run and be
obliirwi to cure It
To be .ur. Prtv
fiuioa will curs von a deeply tatad cold, but
taktn parly at tha sneeze ttaira they brk. or
tiuad ofl theta early coMi. That'l turely better.
Tlmt'i why they are called Preventica.
l'roirentii-arNo Quln.
little (andy told
lue. no phytic, nothing sickening. Nice fur the
children
ud thoroughly lafa too. If you feel
chilly, if you sneeze. If you ache all over, think of
Preventlrt. PromiUie may also save half your
11
uual Itickrieu. And don 't fore- - your child,
there feveriahnnsa,
itiKhtor day. Herein prob-alil- y
Ilea Previ-mueUieJuuey.
in
Soil
iab4
bo boi.-- t fur the l k.-t- . alo in
boxn of i
fntyeuiic. 1um uu jour drugvisu living you

Biaiu mro de(it

(M

Prcvcntics

prop-

erty. West aide of Santa Fa
track, 76x100 feet on corner.
Very desirable fj- - coal
or other business requiring
side tracks. Close In.

FOR SALE.

FOR RENT.

IIouo

FOR SALE.

$2860

DECIDED

RECIPE

n
A
authority states that
backache and pains in the loins are
only too often the danger signals
which notify the patient that something is wrong with the kidneys, and
warns every one to be careful, particularly at this period of the year,
when the skin pores are closed, forcing the kidneys to do double their
work of filtering the Impurities and
poisons from the blood and system.
At the first sign of backache or
pain In the region of the kidneys,
or weakness and urinary trouble, the
following simple home recipe should
he used. Any one can easily prepare
it:
Fluid Extract Dandelion, one-haounce; Compound Kargnn, one ounce
Compound Syrup Sarsaparilla, three
ounces. Take a teaspoonful after
each meal and at bedtime.
pharmacy
Any good prescription
will supply these three Ingreglents at
small cost, which can easily bo mixed
by shaking well In a bottle. Few people seem to know the value of these
common remedies in the treatment
of the kidneys. This simple prescripwill
tion, when taken as directed,
regulate the urine, clear up and remove sediment, overcome buck pains
and cleanse the entire kidney structure, correcting bladder troubles In
Just a little while.

J. M Moore, V. P. and Mgr.

G. L. Brooks, Pres.

If you still doubt the ability of the Bitters to make
you well again, just try one

bottle today, and let it
prove for itself that
can
do so.
Thousands have
been convinced in this way.
It always cures Poor Ap-

petite,

Sleeplessness,
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Costiveness and Colds.

out them, jet the ordeal through
which the expectant mother
must pass usually is so full of suffering',
danger and fear that she looks forward
the critical hour with apprehension
and dread. Mother's Friend, by its pene
trating and soothing properties, allays nausea, nervousness, and
all unpleasant feelings, and so prepares the system for the
r
ordeal that she passes through
rf!klTfc9
event
YR
safely
with
and
the
but
little suffering, as numbers have
fttHFii
testified and said, "it is worth
its weight in gold." $1.00 per
.
Book containing
bottle of
iff
m
vaiuaoie iniurmauon maiiea iree.
K
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CKWri 10 KtCLUTOR CO., Atlanta,

Cm.
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Date of Sale

Nov. 8, 9, and 10
Return Limit Nov. 20

IT
THIXGS.
OTHF.lt

IOME MONEY. WE DO NOT FURNISH HltAIXI IX $ET$, BUT A PERCIAIj OF
1$

OUl COLUMN! WIIX. $1IINE UP THE

T. E. PURDY, Agent

ONES YOU

HAVE, AND AX ADVKKTI$EMEXT IX THE
EVENING CITIZEN WILL GO A IXXQ WAY TOWARD! U'PPLYIXG

Kennedy's Laxatlv cough Syrup is
a safe, sure and prompt remedy for
coughi and colds, and is good for
every member of the family. Sold
by J. II. O'HIelly.
t
Card ilgns, Ttoonis tot Rent,"
"Board." etc., for sals at the office of
Tha Evening; Citizen.
Bring u your joo wor. Prlcea
tho very lowest and the work will
stand Inspection anywhere. Business
and clinc card a specialty.

D

XECK$$ARY TO HAVE IOME OTHER
ONE OP THESE 1$ ItRAIXI, AXD AX.

1$

THE D1NERO.

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!$!!!!!!;!!$!

57.

TtKSHlY,
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beef
Pitchers full of rich creamy milk dozens of freshly laid egg
A genuine
killed on the range.
Fish and game and pure mountain air.
The Pecos
old ranch house nestling in the prettiest valley In New Mexico.
Saddle horses, guns,
river filled with mountain trout right at tho door.
There Is not a more Ideal
fishing tackle, traps and dogs at your service.
place to rest, recuperate and tee the real life of the west anywhere in the
world.
The round up Is now on and the hordes from the range will be broken
Kvery minute teems with a new and wholesome Interest
In a few weeks.
for you If you have never lived on a ranch.
Dally stage to the railway station.
YOU COULDN'T SPKND MOKE THAN NINE DOLLARS A WEEK
IF YOU TH1ED.
If you have come west to sppnd the winter, don't stay In town. .Inquire
this office or address The Valley Ranch, Pecos, New Mexico.

PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
By (he Citizen Publishing Company o! Albuquerque, New Mexico.

WILLIAM F. BROGAN
MANAGING EDITOR

PRESIDENT

scBsomrnov uatks.
One yes by mnll In axlvnnr)
One month by nuUI
One month by carrier within city limit

Entered m

Bder

second-cl- a

'5'2!!

mutter at the rostofflce of Albuquerque,

N.

The only Illustrated dally nownmpcr In New Mexico ami the best
vertising medium of the South we.

Stoves
Pure Lard.

Farm Sausage.

Are you looking for an
absolutely pure, fresh lard,
something that you know Is
clean and sweet?
We have the best and
only pure lard on the market. Made by ourselves in
rooms.
our own sausage
Open Kettle Rendered, nothing but the pure hog fat
boiled down. Give it a trial.

per
Our own make,
lb. Give this a tlal, if you
want something really good.
20c

THE AmrQtTTROVE CITIZEN II AS:
The fliwwt equipped Job department In New Mexico.
The latest reporu by Associated Press and Auxiliary News Service.

New Goods Received
This week:

WE GET THE NEWS FIRST."

"STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

Imported
Kmenthaler
Gorgon-zolRoquefort,
Swiss,
Neuchatel,
Miniature
Cream
Crawford
Cream,

a,
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Hew System

of a rew ias ago,
The following from the St. Louis
can scarcely
tells In brutal truth of a state of affairs which we of the west
It Illustrates the system by which our "high financiers
realize exists.
to
The comments of the St Louis paper make bitter reading
do business.
men
who
the
and
exist
conditions
the
average
but
American,
honest
the
says:
The
made them flourish.
have begun to know high financiers as well as
It la only since people
that
high financiers have long known one another that high financiers insist ChiMr. Harriman, at
there Is a woeful want of confidence In the country.
cago, told the reporters of the vital necessity of confidence as a business
asset, but after the Impounded shares of Illinois Central stock had been
to
locked In a safe deposit vault he appointed his own private watchman to
eee that the safe was not blown open by the Interests which arebytrying
Stuyve-saThese interests, led
put him out of control of that property.
Fish of New York, another high financier who believes in the absolute
hiring
necessity of confidence, but who evidently suspected Mr. Harriman of perfect
When
cracksman, also placed a watchman in front of the vault.
Harriman
confidence was in this way restored and maintained, both Mr.forthcoming
and Mr. Fl?h expressed perfect confidence In the result of the
election of directors.
Neither Mr. HarLet the unthinking laugh, but let the wise take heed.
Neither of them is inriman nor Mr. Flhh has made himself ridiculous.
It always
Confidence is necessary to business transactions.
consistent.
It always will be necessary. But what is confidence?
has been necessary.
It is not a belief in magic, nor
is not gullibility.
It Is not credulity. It nip
childlike faith In human nature which leaves a
i. it nhnva nil ihsi aim
game wholly in the hands of men who are confidently expected to be proof
against the temptation of using their opportunities for all they are worth.
Confidence Is that feeling of security which a capable business man always
Insists upon before investing his money, and which Is the result of such
checks and, balances, and such watchfulness to see that nobody Is led Into
temptation, that the money risk of an Investment is reduced to the minimum
rising out of market fluctuations or losses through the calamities of nature. Shrewd men of the world, who know themselves and their fellows,
will have no confidence until everything Is nailed down so tlgnt that nothing
but earthquakes or cyclones in the business world can rip them up.by disWhat Is called confidence
This Is the only real confidence.
honest promoters, aiming to serve dishonest ends. Is the weakness which has
The professional gamester Is believed to
men.
nriched the
he plays the
be a man without confidence, but few men have as much, since accumulated
same strictly according to those rules of Hoyle, expressing the
playwisdom and experience of years, which make deceit Impossible when a confiThe
er uses his senses to enforce them against high financiering.
dence of the professional who beta high stakes is not his confidence In the
honesty or philanthropy of the dealer, or In that of any of the players
and sand
around the board, but his confidence in himself, and In the sensenasnes,
ana
he uses to force square dealing, to rule out marked cards, detect
This Is the degree of confidence which
watch the whole run of a game.
must have been felt by both Mr. Harriman and Mr. Fish, when, after the
by order
contested shares of stock, the voting of which had been enjoined additional
of court, were under lock and key, each of them had taken the
precaution of posting his own armed representative at the doors of the
vault to keep the other from breaking In, violating the order of the court
and putting the disputed shares to his own best use. Mr. Harriman Itcould
posnot have any confidence in a mere order of court, so long as he felt
sible for his opponents to get the shares and conceal them, In order to provide against a court decision In his favor, and his opponents were evidently
fearful that Mr. Harriman might defy the court and produce the shares. If
he could get them, as many ballots at the election. Neither Mr. Harriman
nor Mr. Fish could have a reasonable degree of confidence until each of
them' had posted an armed man In front of the vault to prevent the other
fThe ordinary man
from .violating the order of the court If he got a chance.
t the sort who has the kind of confidence Mr. Harriman would have alla
of us cultivate, would assume that no man would violate the order of
He would leave the court and Its officers to enforce Its decrees,
courts
It Is the high
in perfect confidence that the law would take Its course.
financiers, who know one another, who give us a fine illustration of what intelligent confidence is by showing us that supreme confidence In themselves
which Is the only confidence worth having. It will be money In the pockets
of the country to learn the lesson.
Globe-Democr-
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Kraut,
Biwmarck
Cheese,
Almonds, Pop Corn,
New
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Radiant Home Heaters
The Most Elegant Base Burners Made
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Also Inspect Our Large Line of

THE CUB'S

mine in California. He Is the father
of several small girls, and all his life
he has had a consuming ambition to
be father of a boy. His wife, how
ever, for some reason, prefers only
girls. The other day I heard there
I
was a new baby at his house,
rushed to the telephone.
"'Who won out?' 1 usked breath

CORNER

MMHMMMIW
UOI1
"IXTKHVIKW1NG"
morn.
Cub.)

Itl'It- - lessly.
"
It e
he stuttered,
twins.' "
(Tho
Just then I heard a verbal com
I was up rather late last night and
I knew could never
when I got to the office I found all motion that
usual,
as
emanate from a man with "Rev." be
the good assignments taken
copy
name.
hotel
the
fore
his
to
was
got
It was the editor.
I
and all
"You've been up here asleep half
regls'ers. I gat down to think It
If I dared to ask an hour.
Hike now, and get those
ovtr and to wonderpass
's
to Bob
hotel registers copied.
the editor for a
lecture tonight. Then It
to me that 1 would just scoop
the other boys and get an interview
from Bob and maybe he would give
me a ticket himself, so I Hew over
to the Alvarado.
"That's him right over there,"
motioned the clerk.
A rotund little man, with close
black
cropped mustache and
The exterior wood work of The
eyes that twinkled with Just a hint
Bank of Commerce Is being pulnted
us
well
minis
as
of worldly wisdom
,.
terial levity, stepped forward with a today.
glad smile and outstretched hand.
Al members of the degree team of
you
see
Triple Link Lodge D. of R.. are re"I am very glad Indeed to
this nice warm, sunny, chilly morn- quested to be present lit their regular
ing," he began. "One of my duties meeting tonight.
in every town Is to meet the repre
104
Mrs. W. R. Forbes,
North
sentutives of the presB and I am al Eighth street, has Issued cards for
ways glad to have it over as early us number of card parties, which will
possible.
begin October 31.
1 stopped to cogitate a while over
Dr. D. C. Labbe, representing the
that, but he went right on,
Life Insurance company.
"Now. you are the 'green man on Occidental
Ariz.
for fhoenix,
left
the evening paper here; I know that on a yesterday
policy selling trip.
because, in the first place, you
D. I). Bronson, chief Inspector In
haven't an idea of what you want
the forest service for the departmen
to ask me, and secondly, the report
up
get
New Mexico and Arizona, has gone
papers
of
morning
never
ers for
until 11 o'clock and Invariably come to Taos on forest ouslness.
In Just in time to be invited to lunch
Lieutenant F. W. Ball. In charge o
with me
the local U. S. army recruiting offie
"I mlirht come later." I ventured has gone to Socurro to open
at tha
but the humorist carefully Ignored branch recruiting station
place.
the Interruption.
"Now, I know how valuable your
A regular meeting of the degree
time Is. What you want to ask me team of Triple Link lodge, Daugh
Is. first, about my first visit to your ter of Rebekun, will be held tonight.
city. All Interviewers begin with and all members ure requested to
that. It would make a pretty good
story except for the fact that I went
Orvlll W. Beard, of the lo
through Albunueruue the first time calPrivate
U. S. recruiting station, left last
in the night, and all I remember Is night for Gallup, where
he will be
that they held the train ten minutes
In the recruiting office to
while the porter woke us ell up get sti.tloned
opened
bo
there.
ting a large party (female) on in
A force of men was engaged today
cur.
"Second, you would like to know In filling In the tracks at the Central
Several car
all about my first funny story. That uvenue railroad crossing.
was a good while ago, when I cas loads of cinders were placed on the
s
reet
crossing
will
and
be greatthe
ually mentioned a few circumstances ly
improved for travel.
to father, which I later found it
necessary to modify In the woodshed
The ladles of St. John's Guild will
give a
Wednesday
on
reception
by acknowledging I was only 'Jok
ing '
evening, October 23, from 8 to 11
"Then you would like to know o'clock, at the residence of Mr. and
Mrs. W. B. t'hllders In honor of Mr.
first newspaper ventur
The people of Albuquerque as well as a number of representative peo- about my
a painful experience financial and Mrs. Fletcher Cook. Mr. Cook
ple from other parts of Bernalillo county, united last evening to form a rather
Is the new rector of St. John's Episly for my partner and I thougn in
statehood league, and the success of the meeting U shown by the end we got hold of a man who copal church and all friends and
literally turned things Into money members of the congregation are Inthe absolute harmony which prevailed.
The lion and the lamb laid down together and thoe who attended that Who was he? His name was Smith vited to attend.
Blngenheimer, or some such name
plator
common
on
a
etc.,
meeting, republicans, democrats, socialists,
united
nvitatlons have been issued for a
he had run ahead of his llano recital to be given by Mls
form, pledged themselves to aid Governor Curry and his administration In as that, andcounty
twenty
bherlft
for
ticket
for
Elclsa
Yrlsarrl at the Woman's Club
good.
common
together
for the
the statehood fight and to work
years."
building to morrow afternoon at I
The Citizen compliments the men who attended that meeting as well
"
"Speaking
ventured,
of tickets
I
o'clock. Miss Yrlsarrl is a pupil of
as the many citizens who signed the petition calling the meeting, but who but the painful
remembrance of the Miss Menaul and Is said to possess
to
were unable
attend.
to have
sheriff episode had only started the unusual musical talent
There were humorist on a new reminiscent track. made much progress in and
Those men showed the right spirit the true patriotism.
her studies
why
competent
of
also
know
to
the
like
would
under
direction
men there whos! gray hairs told that they had seen New Mexico grow from
"You
There were young I quit newspaper writing. Well, there Mls Menaul. She will be assisted by
a struggling desert to Its present prosperous condition. They
funny Mrs. Roy McDonald, contralto.
were all for got to be so many would-b- e
men there who had only lately cast their first vote.
springing up that it Bpoiled the
statehood because they were Americans who realized the importance of the men
I venture to say that even
business.
greatest American birthright the government of the people by the people in Albuquerque you have some mis
And for the people at the polls.
guided soul who occaslonaly
tries JUDGE CRAIG GIVES
Albuquerque and Bernalillo county has reason to feel proud of such a to get funny with a typewriter. So I
There was no oratory, little discussion, only passed It up "
representative gathering.
"Speaking of passes " I began
Every one was In earnest and every one wanted statehood the
WAYLETWENTY-FIV- E
statehood.
DAYS
hopefully, but it was too late.
quicker the better.
my
.Now,
I
a
place
warm
in
have
It Is this spirit manifested all over New Mexico which leads our govern heart for the newspaper reporter. I
Days for striking a Womasi
or and our delegate to congress to believe that New Mexico can obtain know what he has to contend with. Fifteen TVji
anil
I'or Flliiiug l'ollco
He must tell people every day all
statehood at the hands of the next congress.
Court News.
Certain It Is. that If congress denies New Mexico admission at this time. about things concerning which he
My man
It will do so against the will of practically every man, woman and child In knows absolutely nothing.
A native, Jose Moya by name, was
editor useil to say that a good arraigned
this whole wide territory embracing more acreage than two or ihree of the aging
before I'olice Judge Craig
story
reporter
can
complete
a
write
states, and containing as Intelligent and as honorable a population as any with only half the facts, but that it this morning and plead guilty to two
assaulting a woman
state in the union.
takes a star man to turn out copy charges, one for lighting
with a man
The Citizen has carried statehood at the head of its editorial column without any facts. However, I do not and another forLopes.
Carlos
He was given
named
ever since the present agitation was begun, and thin paper will be found encourage that sort of Journalism. I fifteen days on the first
count ana
you young men, never
ready and willing at any and all times to sink every other lsue, to forward would advise
ten on the second. While engagea
to write up, say a murder or a wedthis cause.
woman by
a
quarrel
a
in
with
native
without tit least making sure the name of
Statehood Is all this territory needs to become one of the most thickly ding,
i'enavllla Apodaca in
hapless
dupe
was
the
victim
that
the
develop
populated districts In the west and statehood Is all that Is needed to
the neighborhood of the Orande sa
A vivid Imag
a deep laid plot.
on North Broadway last even
The of
the greatest natural resources of any section of the United States.
Inatlon is also a great help, and es loon
years
In
past
has pecially valued by the business man ing, Moya struck her on the body
five
the
Immlgralon that has poured into New Mexico
nil pulled her hair.
The woman
nearly doubled our population and with statehood we will more than double ager of all newspapers. If you learn then
swore out a complaint against
that 'Mr. Montmorency Hones-Jone- s
it again In two years.
Moya
went to
police
the
and
when
a slight domestic altercation reThe citizens of Bernalillo county could not have united to a more had
arrest him he was found fighting
you
sulting
a
eve,
must
in
blackened
league
qf
evening
last
statehood
and tell with vivid detail just how the with Lopes. Moya maintained that
worthy end than the formation of the
Justified in defending him
The Citizen congratulates them for the patriotism they have displayed.
struck the telephone he was
great
Is
at
self from violence In both cases.
one
end.
It
the pole.
to
named
harmony
In
the
Let u all work
"Now, I realize t Is no fun in
head of this column.
A native named Jesus Avlla wss
terviewing a funny man. Any other
morn
Individual, I know from experience fined 15 In police court thisstreets.
Eminent German scientist claims to have a remedy for the sleeping cannot possibly give an Interview ing for being drunk on the
without saying something ridiculous,
sickness, but District Attorney Jerome hasn't applied for treatment yet.
Henry Campbell, colored, was sent
but the professional humorist who
to jail for ten days for committing
gives lectures, always tnlk dry fact
nuisance on tne streets, lie pieau
The food What he wants is a lot of people to aguilty
A prize ear of Indiana corn brought 1250 at an auction,
to the charge in police court
come to his lecture and pay their
ftringeney Bems to be felt under the literary belt.
'
way In
this morning.
"
I
you
don't
"You
think
could
began hastily
New York, Oct. 22. Lead easy
If messages continue to be sent flawlessly across the Atlantic by wireless,,
t'tt
"What's that? Well, I might tell $4 45 4i 4.75; copper weak 12
you
to
likely
become wordless.
a little ktory ubout a friend of Bllver 61 V4c
.;
,
the cables are

Cur Statehood

M. STROM

ad-

-
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Furniture, Crockery,
Glassware, Rugs,

M,

THE AliBfQUFRQVK C1TIZEX ISs
The lending Itcpubllcnn dally and weekly newspaper of the Southwest.
The advocate of KepubUcan principle and the "Square Deal."
W

F.

S, 1879.

Act of Oongrem of March

22,

WHAT DOES IT COST YOU TO LIVE?

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN

W. S. STRICKLER

CXTOItKTt

Coles Hot Blast

mfi.'s

HEATERS

They Burn Everything
We Carry the Largest Line of Ranges,
Base Burners, Heaters, Cook and
Oil Stoves in New Mexico.

Bur-dette-

td

Mcintosh Hardware Co.

ABOUT TOWN

eague

Wholesale and Retail Hardware of All Descriptions.

t

Clothes for Little Men
.

AND YOUNG MEN

CHILDREN'S CLOTHING
IS A HOBBY OF OURS
We aim to have the choicest styles and the best display.,
makes our Children's Clothing Department the favored place when
Our stock
mothers are making selection for their little men.
present teeming with the brightest and best things from the

World's

Best Maker ot Ederheimer Stein & Go.

M. MANDELL
FINE CLOTHING & FURNISHING

non-partis-

.

DEDUCTION 2AILE
FSANO
We prosose to reduce our Oig'h Grade
Pianos, and during tne next ten days
will sell pianos at BARGAIN PRICED

The Question Us: Are you interested in
buying' a Piano? If you are, come and
P
P
see us. First come first choice

PSAH
IL'EARN ARB &ILlNDEM ANN
206 WEST GOLD AVENUE

TVKsn.tY,

OCTOBF.K

22. 1B07.

ALBUQUERQUE

L CONFERENCE

Y GOODS
HOLIDA
Keep
Our
Watch of

214 Central Avenue

The place to get

METHODISTS

Seven Show Windows

Keeping Mcp with the most progressive I'rng Hoime of the
Country, we nre carrying n complete lino of good-- , suitable
for
llollilny, Wedding, and Annlvcrsnry Gift.
Itrilllnnt Cut Glum
lainty Ilnml Painted Clilnn. Kich leather (.ikkK
per
liliiiy
funics In rut .lnw Hottlc., Toilet Set. Shaving Sot, Toilet Water.
KrtiHlies Mirrors nnl Toilet Articles In single pieces or sets llaiull-Ini- r
these good in large quantities we are able to meet any com.

A. J. MALOY

IMMitlon.

any--

!

t thing in the line of the
R

famous brand
CLUB HOUSE
CANNED FRUITS

fhir Prescription

of expert

Jm
Tb

and VEGETABLES

registered

and Urn

Departments

pluirmacl.it.

always In charge

H. O'RIELLY CO.

Busiest Drug House Between Denver and Los Angeles

HELL CANYON

A full line always in
stock
Our Prices ARE right
You know the goods

BECOME

MAY

LEAD

IL
BOARD

T
OE

HEALTH

I

jj
jj

Much Development Work Is Rooms Occupied By Tubercu
losis Patients Must Be
Being Done With Satis-

factory Results.

Fumigated.

xxzxzxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Home
Cooking'
Strictly at

Vi

i

Ute

Columbus
Motel
tXXyXXXXX300000QOOC)OOOCXXXXJ

French
Bakery
Bread and Cakes
That's the Kind Your
Mother Was,
Trying to Make

I

The twenty-thir- d
annual conference of the Methodist Episcopal
church of New Mexico will meet at
the First Methodist Episcopal church
In this city tomorrow morning.
A
large number of out of town clergymen will attend and a very enthusiastic meeting Is anticipated.
The
congregation
of the Lead avenue
Is
making
church
elaborate preparations for the entertainment of the
visitors.
The conference will con
tinue in nession until Sunday. Visit
ing ministers will fill the pulpit
the church at the regular service
on ounuay.
The program to be followed by
the conference Is as follows:
eilncMlay, Oetolter 2:1 Morning
9:00 Devotional
Th
Service.
Bev. J. H. Murray
8:30 Sacramental
Service,
ducted by Bishop Cranston.
10:00 Organization.
10:30 .Business Session.
1 Herring
.SosnIoii.
7:30 Tralse Service.
7:45 'Educational
Address, Edu
eatlonal and Freedmens'
Societies
i ne
Kev. J. A. Gelsslnger, I). D
The Rev. H. C. Grimmel. Presiding,
iiinromy, (Ntoner 21 Morning.
8:00 Devotional
Service,
Th
ttev. F. E. Fin ley.
9:30 Business Session.
Kvenlng Session.
7:30 Praise and Devotional Ser
vice.
Missionary Address,
Blsho
Earl Cranston, The Rev. C. F. Lu
cas, presiding.
Friday. October 25 Morning,
9:00 Devotional
Service,
Th
ttev. j. m. Jackson.
9:30 eBusiness Session.
ICvcnlni? SeMKlon
7:00 Tleception to Bishop Crans
ton by the Brotherhood of St. Paul
Men only.
Sunday, Ootolcr 27 Morning
9:00 Irfive Feast, The Rev. J
Freeman.
10:00 Sunday School.
11:00 Public
Worship.
Sermo
oy msnop t:ranston.
Evening Session.
8:30 Epworth League.
7:30 .Public Worshln. TTnme M!V
slons and Church Extension.
A Platform Meeting;.
Addresses by the Rev. S. J. Rog
ers, D. D., superintendent of the Arl
zona mission; Rev. HA C Anderson
and the Rev. H. Van Valkenburg.

nV"

For the Ma
the House
Nothing is more Popular nowadays than a

Chiffonier or Bachelor's Wardrobo

We show them in all grades, and
west patterns, and all desira
; finishes.
Prices all the way

WILL MAKE THE YOCXQ GROW
STRONG AXD HEALTHY
-- good,
wholesome, nourishing bread,
far better fhan meats, and Just what
the childish bodies wnt with milk
and fruits. Lots of good, rich, red
blood cornea coursing after the eating of pure wheat, rye or graham
bread from Balling's bake shop.

from

$10.00

to

$75.00

ALBERT FABER
CENTRAL AVENUE

300-31- 0

Pioneer Bakery,
207 South First St.

XXIXIITTTTIXTTTTTTTXXXXXXXXXXTXIXTTTTTTTiTTTTTTTTT--

Bear Hunters

First Class Groceries and Meats
Imported

323 South Second Phone 791

Canned Fruits Way

The Hollenbeck Hotel

E. MAHARAM'S

'

99;
57;
51;

STATEHOOD

p fl

he meeting.

Xo Polities.
When W. u. Chllders was made
"ifirmanent chairman of theVia league!
a
HdmilFP.H D
ii it tVtnt
een so closely Identified with politl- ai arrairs in the county and terrl-or- y
that he did not think It best for
:1m to accept the honor.
"That's all right go ahead there
sn't any politics or personality
in
hie, was heard from half a dozen.
Everybody forgot political lines
md Albuquerque has never seen a
nore harmonious meeting In its hisory than the one last evening. Owing
o the fact that the room was crowd- d, being too small to accommodate
11
who came. It was Impossible to
ocure a complete list of those who
0(k part in the organization.
landing len There.
The following, however, were some
f those who helped form the
county statehood league, and
wk an active part In the proceed-igs- :

f

Vi

Ber-alll-

lo

Chllder. B. R Stover. W. S.
surke. F. G. Pratt. Colonel A. XV.
,W. B.

(arris, General John Borradaile, C.
.
Frank, XV. S. Strlckler. XV. R
farewell, George S. Klock. D. K. B.
ellers, T. K. u. Madison, u. XV. Gal- s, Kellx Baca. Nestor Montoya,
W.
V. McClflllan, Charles Meilnl, J. Knr- er, J. A. Huobs. It. W. Hopkins. M.
rtlz, Dr. Bebber, F. U. Coe, J. A.
eai, J. P. Jones. O. W. Harrison, F.
V. Clancy, J. ii. Kaufman.
Frank
A. B. Stroup. V. F. Brogan,
Urunsfeld. II. B. Henlng. M.
J. R Heaven. T. R Hubbell, Ir.
'. . Hope. lr. 1J. H. Cams, Frank
I. Moore,
W. P.
K.
W.
Metonlf.
'Obson, S. Xcuxtadt. P. Hanley, Mel-ll- e
".
Summers, H Cooper. A.
leland, William Baer, T. N. Wllkcr- n, Fred Fisher, Harry F. Lee.
Ho-er- o,

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

C. F. Allen

mer-canii-

le

iHoteH

--

law-goe- s

NO W

C. H. CARNES,

D.

COAL

nt

at
iri:
ltlV

305 West Gold
far

Beauty Parlors

ANTHRACITE

--

THE

ROLLICKING

ul

GIRL" OCTOBER 29TH
Charles Frohman's production
of
merry mu.-iesuccess "The nol
king Girl," which Is announced to
bid the boards at the Klks" opera
use Tuesday night. Is conceded to
made up of one of the bc.it single and dancing companies and
comedians on the road this
ason.
This able company, which held the
Sage at the Herald Square theatre,
lew York, for two hundred and tifty
Jghts last season, Is headed by that
young German
comedian,
V
Edwards, in the always laugh-l- a
character part of "Schmaltz,"
wigmaker. Mr. Edwards Js ably
isted by Lila Blow,
he

le

all-ou-

n

LOMMDRI & COMPANY

STACY DID IT"

PEOPLE JOINED HANDS

ree,

Sessions Will Continue From
Wednesday Until Sunday-Ma- ny
Visitors Expected.

me

YOU CAN SAVE

Nickel

(Continued From Page One.)

i

Bookkeeper,
familiar
with
most Intricate systems, wants I
evening work. Expert. Address
Bookkeeper, care Citizen.
1

HERE TOMORROW

!.

202 East Central

FOR

OPENS

irittiruniiiii
(uiitrtiiiiif ii

Cycle
Insley
208
West Gold Co.

ARE GETTING FAMOUS

&

OF

PAGE F1VK.

ine city council at a brief
At last it begins to look as though
me .viaiizano mountains will toe giv
last evening took under considen a chance to show what is In eration the
of the
them. Between Coyote and Hell .ny uirara oirecommendation
neann that the cltv'e
Equip themselves to get the game.
canyons is a new mining camp In contract with Mr.
city
Mitchell,
the
Are you thoroughly equipped In the
which eight miners are kept work scavenger, and the garbage ordi
Ing double shifts even days in the nance ue
hunt for business? Loose Leaf De- 8
revised and amended.
vices Special
Ruling and Blank M
week. This is the camp of Colonel
nveiy iweusslon followed the
Books
Rubber Stamps, Daters, etc.,
r. iiunter, wno recently .pur- - reaoiog
or
are
the
cnapea tne mgniand Mary lead mine rt.f
recommendation
. . i ,abJ 1.,.
ii ui ineann
ana it was
MODERN OFFICE APPIIAXCKS
oi u. viranam or tnis city. The camp v. ins non
Olive Oil
iuuiiu mat tne .phrasing of certain
that are used in the business hunt.
nas oeen established under Its pre
was
provisions
too
Indefinite for
ent management only six weeks and contract.
There arose a general
a trail half mile long has ibeen built
We Carry a Full Line
up the mountain side to the High iMinuuuerxiaiiaing oi just what was
cue
or
meaning
the proposition made
land Mary mine, besides consider
H. S. LITHGOW
able work done in the diggings. A by Mr, Mitchell at the meeting of the
xxAAXxxxxxlllllXXXXIXlXXlXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXTXXXg
seventy foot shaft was alreadv sunk uuu u oi neann last Saturday, and
Bookbinder
before Colonel Hunter took hold of iniMiiy me Doara was Instructed to
Rubber Stamp Maker
take
up
the
matter
again
with the
the property, but work on this has
Phona 924
312 W. Sold Ave.
been temporarily abandoned In order city scavenger and endeavor to de
to prospect a lead on the lode at a termine just what should be done to
insure
on
satisraction
both sides,
oeptn or thirty feet from the sur
A. C. BtLICKE and JOHN 8. MITCHELL Invite
their friends to main
It seems to be the understanding
face. A tunnel twenty feet In length
New Mexico headquarters at
has been driven thus far and is still l" mr. Jiucnen that the city police
Up
g"ing in at tne rate of seven or iiuuiu emorce tne city garbage or
eight feet a day. From faint indl dinance and the cltv council seemed
to
feel
was
it
that
the duty of the
cations of lead ore at the surface
but not with us. We will sell you the
the vein has continually widened city scavenger to do this. Mr. MitMissouri Brand 2
lb.
cans of
and at present in the breast of the chell maintained that It was not
peaches, apricots,
Los Angeles, California
plums, cherries,
tunnel, it is over two feet in width. possmie tor him to compel the peo- blackberries,
pears
grapes
or
Bartlett
The ore. which Is crystals of lime iij co uoey tne ordinance and stated
at 20c the can.
Your friendship and patronage is appreciated.
and feldspar containing sulphides of that if the ordina nve. wns Tint nnm.
Courtesy and
Walter Baker's Cocoa
lb can I6c.
It was impossible for him
or galena,
attention to gueUs Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafa
lean curie?
comes in pliednvcwith
Walter Baker's Chocolate
lb for 20c
up
to
to
his
streaks and pockets in the vein, tout
contract or make
Large cans of Colton tomatoes 2 for
setter than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
the Indications are that a solid ore any money ty his contract. He wish26c.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.
body will
be encountered before ed his contract amended so that he
And hundreds of other bargains at
long.
The ore Is 80 per cent lead would be allowed to dnmn the .it
the
ana contains sulphur.
ciuc in a new aumninir erniind
CASH BUYERS' UNION
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
Before operating on any one part across tne Jtio Grande, below the
of the claim on a larger scale It Is nareiaa Driclge, which he himself
122 North Second
would
purchase
the Intention of Colonel Hunter to
and fence.
This
iOCcaxxxooTOf
thoroughly prospect the entire nroo dump he guaranteed would not be
Kansas
City
Livestock.
erty in order to determine the most
nuisance to the o iv
lla i.,ca
jvansas city. uct. Zl. Cattle re
A reduction of 25 per cent on
advantageous point from which to that the city would compel the peo- - ceipls,
17,000. Market steadv. South ladies'
1-- 2
develop the lode, which Is undoubtkci garoage cans such as are era steers
tailor made suit. Just recelv-- !
cow
2.764.10;
southern
edly one of the most promising lead provided for in the ganbage ordied. Xo finer goods In town. Oiudi ,
2.00(fi 3.30;
stockers
13.00i4.RO
nance
and that the cltv
veins yet discovered In the Sandias.
BICYCLES
SPORTING GOODS
J2.40d?3.5; calves t3.25W6.60 or credit.
DlHcovered hy Miner's Wife.
B'ven mi tne gamage to haul. As bulls
western
KEY
lftrge number of persons are western steers ja.60ti4.76:
FITTER
J3esida the Highland Mary claim It Is-REPAIR ANYTHING 3
COWS
ci.
Z.40f 3.80.
there ere a number of other good hauling garbage who hitvn nn
Sheep
receipts
8.000.
Mnrke
J
to
eo
according to the ordinance. steady. Muttons
claims located In the vicinity which
81 e Weet Central
4.0Ji'5.75; lambs
will .be thoroughly prospected.
Can t AITonl Crematory.
On
14 7Kni
.!5MT.3&: ranee wethers
the same lode as the Highland Mary
Mitchell Wished the matter vf o.ou; ieu ewes 4.26 si b.tb.
are located the Blue Bell and Chi- hisMr.
erecting a crematory dropped as
cago claims and near by are the he could
Fair Signs and Decorations
erect a crematory and
Chicago Livestock.
Mildred and Pearl claims. Half a conduct it not
with a profit.
Chicago, uct. 22. Cattle receipts
mile distant to the east three new
city council exnressed Inter. 14, 00. Market
The
weak to 10 low er, Work well done no delsv
claims have been located which have est as wishing to act in fairness both Beeves I3.65W7.30;
cows S1.30j At prices you can surely pay.
splendid surface showings. The out- to the city and the cltv fina vsn er
A checking; account will not only help you to spend
20;
Texans
3.60$ f 4.50 : calve State your plan and he will tit it
crop, on which these three claims
The councilmen
realized
that
7.50;
15.00
your
western
money economically, but it will also aid you
you'll
6.00;
P
glad
Ana
13.404
be
that
the Echo, the Bertha and the Engilis not entirely to blame for stockers J2.60i)4.60.
neer was discovered by accident by Mitchel
to
money systematically.
existing conditions in the Tnt- lave
the
feheep
receipts
Market
Mrs. Charles A. Iacy. who is the ter of
dump nuisance nml It Is trcng to 10 higher. 22.000.
Western 3.10fti
When you have a record of every cent you pay out
cook of the camp and the wife of the aim the
of the council to bring about b.4w; yearlings 14.506.20;
lambs.
riiono 741. 32S South 2nd St.
one of the miners. Five weeks ago an adjustment which will .be satis(which you will have, if you pay by check) you
i.vv'( i.ov; westerns D.0UW7.6U
while wandering about the vicinity factory to all concerned. The hnarri
will be more careful of your expenditures.
she picked up some float and upon of health will confer with Mr. Mit- tlilcngn Produce Market.
showing it to Colonel Hunter
was cneu again and hand in a revised
Chicago. Oct. 22. Closing
A checking account gives you a complete record of
nilntn
Consult a Reliable Dentist
surprised to learn that it was a fina recommendation
tions:
to
the
at
council
every cent you spend. You t a receipt for each
specimen of rich lead ore. The spot me next meeting.
Wheat Dec.
May 1.05.
where the nre was found was point
bill paid. You have safety for your funds and
Corn
Dec.
May
Booms
Must
Fumigated.
lie
694.
ed out by Mrs. Lacy and It was not
Full Set of Teeth
Oat
Dec.
May S3(cT54.
for your business transactions.
convenience
At the meeting la.st night an ordl
long before the lode from which the
Gold Filling
'Pork. Jan. $14.80; Mav $16.1!0.
$1.60 op CI" f
nance recommending that all tuber
float came was located.
This lode cular
Lard
January
$3.70;
PAY BY CHECK.
Mav
$16.20
Gold
Crowns
De
cases
m
fS
reported the same as
on
shows clearly
the surface for
liib!i Jan. $7.70; May $7.95.
Painless Extracting. . . Mc
W
half a mile and has nerhaoa been other contageous diseases by the
walked over by prospectors many physicians and that the rooms occu
New York Stocks.
he fnmi
times In the last few years. While pied uy tubercular nat
New
York, Oct.
Closing
nothing nas been done to develop gated according to the provisions of
ALL WORK AnsOLTfTKLT GUAR.
.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
city
ine
ordinance
covering
yet.
except
as
the
sub'
vein
d
tnis
the
aeins
Atchison
78
The new ordinance Is recom.
ANTEED.
of a few prospect holes, still the in Ject.
Preferred
85
CAPITAL
AND SURPLUS $200,000
by
mended
the .board of health.
dications are very favorable and
New York
99 Vt
pen ine request or certain prop PennsylvaniaCentral
from Its location at the very edge of
116
tne plain, its development will be erty owners, the street comml:isioner Southern Pacific
6 8Ti
easy.
comparatively
This ore Is was instructed to order a sidewalk I'nlon Pacific . . . .'
112
TAKE TIME BY THE FORELOCK
slightly different from that of the built on the south side of Hazeldine
Preferred
(5
avenue
ween
thought
It
Pet
(He is Bald Behind.)
other lodes and
will
is
Second and Third Amalgamated Copper
454
carry considerable values in silver sireeis.
L".
S. tSeel
22
besides the large percentage of lead
Preferred
82
inose present av trie meeting
I'romiMK to llecomo licud District,
cre .tiayor .McKee. Aldermen HarDBS. OOPP and PETTTT.
Galvanized Cornices, Ski
It Is the opinion of Colonel Hun rison, Wllkerson,
New
York Monev Market.
Learnard, Hanley,
New York, Oct. 22. Prime
ter that the region between Ooyotte Heaven,
ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO BLDG.
eustadt
Hayden.
and
City
anu Men canyons will turn out to be - ierK i.ee. jity .Marshall McMiilln
paper 7 4r7
per cent.
Lights, Stock
a rich lead country and the many i uy
Physician
City Engineer
I xmi is Wool Market.
St.
Albuquerque people who have claims wiauuing. nre Cams,
and Storage
cnier Hurt less and
St. Louis, Oct. 22. Wool steady
in that vicinity are watching his op- street commissioner
Tierney.
unchanged.
H o t
erations with the keenest Interest.
Tanks,
Now Name on Tax IJt.
Colonel Hunter has thus far ex
To make up the deficiency in the
St. lioiils Spelter Market.
pended several thousand dollars on
Air Furnaces,
The proper time to consider the seri
w hich
St. Louis. Oct. 22. Spelter $5.30.
will
his camp and will continue to put city s revenue
ous consequences of long continued
result
money Into the diggintfs until he is wnen the territorial gambling
Eye Strain is
Tin Roofing,
into effect next January, the
assured of its real value. The deepTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
est mine In the whole district does council last night briefly considered
Guttering,
etc.
highest
authorities declare that
Cor, Gold Ave. &tst St.
not exceed two hundrd feet and this the matter of drawing up an ordi FOR RENT Newly furnished cor8 The
75 to 00 per cent of all lieaiLuieH
is not eurtlclent to show of what nance to provide additional revenue
ner room. Electric lights and bath.
General Jobbing
are due to Eye Strain. It ia one of
the mine are capable of producing. by demanding that certain business$
per month. No health seekers.
tne most common symptoms but
es which hitherto have gone unlic19 West Central.
v
are
rroma
others,
man
there
in
ensed, be compelled to pay for licenCleanest Rooms in the City 8 and
let us explain your case. Exses. It is proposed to compel all the WANTED Baker. Apply at Jaffa 8
Grocery
amination
Free.
Co.
lifollowing
CRYSTAL PRESENTS
businesses to take out
censes:
LOST A small hunting dog.
Any
O.
person finding It please send It to X
Wool and nlde, andertakers, elecOwen Dinsdall, Prop.
g Ill W. Central Ave.
P.
452. rx
Phono
Matteuccl,
shoestreet
Fourth
business,
trical
wholesale
and
retail
ACCEPTABLE SHOW dry goods,
xxxxxxxxxixxxxxxxxxxxxxa
maker, and receive reward.
boots and shoes, wholei
tela n
ine
groceries.
sale and retail
barber Foil KENT Board and lo'iltjing for
shops, Jewelry, musical instruments,
four gentlemen at $23 a month.
CliTLIRKX'S WINTER rXIER- 616 West Coal avenue.
Headed by William G. Rogers, the stationery, confectionery, fifteen-ceWEAK AT REIl'CEI PIUCKH, TO
phenomonal baritone, who sings the stores, second hand tores, furniture.
IONE OCT THE KIXK'K. MRS. M.
llUHtrated Minus from now on. the banks, cigar stores, newspapers, real
WIIAON, 221 WIST GOLi.
120 South Fourth St.
co.
DiNCli ivvxck.
AMERICAN BLOCK.
rystal last night presented as clever eate dealers.
foundrle,
laundries. LOMItO III,L S.Tt
o
MGHT.
CKJUUMjOS
LCM1.
unl varied a bill of vaudeville sne- - saddleries, hotels, restaurants,
fruit UKXTLKM NX 600. L 1)1 1 IS I KKE.
Hair
Dre.ilnr
Mattrrvwes mado over at Cliaa. L.
Fcta, Msissm
ialile ns one would care to see. Mr. stands, wholesale fruits, coal, florists.
517-1- 0
Shsmpoolof
South Second.
ElcctrotoiU
lingers is a decided musical treat tru k gardeners, mlllinerv
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WITH AMPT.B MEANS
AND O'SURPASSFD FACILITIES

Avoid "Common,

Ordinary
Clothes

FILE THEIR

TO PRISON

I

EVT5ITI1TG

The
'Yale

DEATH NEW COMPANIES

LITTLE EFFECT PREFERS

BT5

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

TN most

Young Men a

TM

CAMPS

Clothes the same

PAPERS

always evident. They're
unattractive.
Not co with the "Yale."
It's refreshing to see a young
fellow dressed in this
suit, the newest,
neatest, most distinctive style
of the season.
There's better tailoring, better
style, better fabrics; a garment
that represents our high
standard as merchants; one
that indicates good judg
ment and good taste
on the part of the
J? Sizes
wearer.
30 to 3d

is Mostly Convict at Yuma. Arizona. Three Concerns Have New
Charters and Fourth
Suicides Rather Than
Development Causes
Files Amendment.
That Result.
Serve Sentence.

Fact That

Work

Orosrrande. N. M.. Oct. 22. The
act that this camp Is practically only
In the development period seems to
acoount for the little effect the big
slump In the price of copper Is having here. The Southwest Smelting
Jk Refining Co. Is steadily and
pushing the completion of
all necessary work preparatory to
blowing In Hit new plant. A large
force of men in all departments are
now employed. Ten new houses have
Junt been completed: for the usa of
employes, which, with a number of
others available, will take care- of the
workmen being Imported.
The tunnel through the Lucky hill
Is now almost completed and the big
ore bins at the railroad track are
ready for the ore. The railroad
company now has & few of men at
spur running
work putting the
up to the mines In order, and as soon
as the switch can be laid to the ore-bieverything will be in readiness
for the transfer of ore from the
mines to the smelter by rail. This
will very materially facilitate the delivery of ore to the smelter and will
a saving of probably $1 a ton In
te
hauling the ore from the mines to
the smelter. At the reduced price of
copper this will be of considerable
Importance to the producers.
Developing Prospects.
The main work of the camp at this
detime Is being directed towards provelopment work rather than the
duction of ore, though a number of
properties are producing good quantities of ore and others arc blocking
out large bodies. The Turquoise
Copper Co. Is probably the leader In
production at the present time and
Is at the same time opening up very
larre bodies of a good grade sulphide.
The Electric Mining Co. Is now at
work on the erection of a 200-to- n
plant and expect to get It in operation by the first of the year at the
This company has splendid
latest.
make
values and will undoubtedly
good.
Tenting Process I
The Kirst National Co. is now at
work making tests of different placer
processes and expects to erect a large
extraction plant. A test of placer
dirt taken from the property of this
company Just made showed an average value of $2.85 per yard. Much
of the ground, however, will run
above this figure, some of it running
to 130 or $40 a yard.
The Monte Carlo Co. Is pushing
the work on Its big
shaft and reports good values with
widening out. Two
s the vein matter
shifts are making good headway. up a
K. D. Baker has Just opened
new claim which is showing values
In copper and goldi of exceptional
quality. Mr. Baker la firm in the belief that he has a large body of high-graore which will net him a good
price even at the present copper

de

GO
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Yuma. Arls., Oct. 22. When the
name of John Smith was called In
court Monday morning for sentence
a piece of grewsome humor was perpetrated In the name of the law, as
all present knew that John Smith
was dead, and therefore beyond the
Jurisdiction ot earthly courts, and
could not be present, even had he
so desired. Evidently John had no
consuming desire to be there for he
hung himself Saturday night.
Smith plead guilty Idst week to
having assaulted 1). E. Ellsworth,
another convict, and was cited to
appear in court for sentence Monday. He was returned to the Incorrigible cell at the prison and was
then noticebly despondent. Sometime Saturday night he hangedonhimhis
self with the sheet that was
cot and Sundtty morning his lifeless
body was found.
John Smith wns sent up from Pima county for burglary and this sentence would have expired February
15, 1908, but John went into the experimenting business himself, and it
was all off with the sentence.
AssHiilteU Fellow
,The assault on his fellow convict
was committed last August and was
a most brutal one. He struck Ellsworth on the head several times
with a heavy file, fracturing his
skull, and he is still confined in the
hospital from the injuries Inflicted.
Smith evidently preferred death to
suffering the penalty for this crime,
and so took tne short cut for eternity.
John Smith was a single man, 45
years olii and a Scotchman. He had
been a sailor and had traveled all
over the world. When he entered
the prison, like many others who
find their way there, he was an opium "fiend" and this habit may have
helped him there by subverting his
moral nature and inciting to crime.

Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 22. The following articles of incorporation have
been filed In the office of Territorial
Secretary Nathan Jaffa:
Roswell and Eastern Development
Company. Principal place of business
at itoswell, Chaves county. Territorial agent, Charles W. DeFreest, di-at
Roswell. Capital stock $100,000
vided Into one thousand shares of the
par value of $100 each, commencing
business with $31,500. Object, constructing railroads and other kindred
business. Period of existence twenty
Richard F.
years.
Incorporators,
Harnett, Charles W. DeFreest, Klrby
Veal,
and
S. Woodruff, George T.
William T. Wells, all of Roswell.
The New Mexico Cottage Sanatorium. Principal place of business, at
Silver City, Grant county. Territorial agent, Wayne MacVeagh Wilson,
at Silver City. Capital stock, $50,000
divided Into five hundred shares of
the par value of $100 each, commencing business with $2,000. Object
conducting closed sanatorium for tubercular patients. Period of existence fifty years. Incorporators Wayne
Mac Veagh Wilson, uari . iiuiiock.,
Julia E. Wilson, and Nina It. Bullock, all of Silver City.
The Pollock Sheep Company. Principal place of business in New Mexico at Albuquerque, Bernalillo county. Territorial agent, Charles Chad-wlcat Albuquerque. Capital stock,
$50,000, divided into five hundred
each.
shares of the par value of e $100 years.
Period of existence twenty-fivT. E. Pollock, R. R.
Incorporator
Pollock, and C. O. Robinson, all of
Flagstaff, Arizona. The company was
Incorporated first In Arizona.
The Ramon Land and Lumber
company hus Hied a certificate of
amendment to Its articles of incorporation in the territorial secretary's
office, changing Its principal place of
business from Santa Fe to Buchman.
ana
II. S. Phllllns is the president
general manager of the company and
Is also designated as me territorial
agent.
k,

Afflicted With Sore Fires for S3 Years
I have been afflicted with sore eyes
years. Thirteen years
for thirty-thre- e
ago I became totally blind and was
blind for six years. My eyes were
's
badly Inflamed. One of my
Hard Times In Kanuoe.
Salve and gave me half a
The old davs of grasshoppers and
box of It. To my surprise it healed
routh are almost forgotten In the
my eyes and my sight came back.
prosperous Kansas of today;
bors Insisted upon my trying Cham- a citizen of Codell, Earl
P. C. Earls, Cynthlana, Ky. Cham- Shamburg, has not yet forgotten a
berlain's Salve Is for sale by all drug- hard time he encountered. He says:
gists.
I was worn out and discouraged by
Q
cousrhlna- nlsrht and day. and could
r,
Kep-pelerepairs. Clia. Ii.
Furniture
find no relief till I tried Dr. King's
317-1- 9
New niscoverv.
South Second.
It took less man
nn
hottle to comDletely cure me."
A Criminal Attack.
The safest and most reliable cougn
on an Inoffensive citizen is frequentnr and lunir'and throat healer ever
ly made in that apparently
useless discovered. Guaranteed by an deal
little tube called the "appendix." It's ers. 60o and $100. Trial botUa tree,
generally the result of protracted
zr.
constipation, following liver torpor.
Dr. King's New Life Pills regulate
the liver, prevent appendicitis, and
establish regular habits ot the bowels. 26c at all dealers.
neigh-berlaln-
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Officers and Directors:
SOLOMON IX N A, President.
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Prices
$18 to $35

capital and surplus, $109,000

IU1AMDELL.
Fine Clothing & Furnishings
SVi.

ALLOWED

INTEREST

llt.
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Or" VKXTALt 1MJAIIU.

LAND

Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 22. Dr. Ed
nas
mund J. Alger, or Ainuiquerque,Curry
been appointed by Governor
as a member ot tne iNew Mexico
Hoard of Dental Examiners nuing
the vacancy caused by the resigna
cuy.
tion of Dr. C. N. Lord or imscnnet-triwho will remove snorny 10 secretary v
x Y. Dr. Lord was
of the 'board to which ofil.ce Dr. M.
J. Moran. of Demlng, was elected ai
the recent meeting in Roswell.leading
Dr. Alger is one of the
dentists of New Mexico and his
Is a worthy one.
farhnllvAA witch Hazel
Salve Is gcod for little burns and big
uru
burns, email soraicnes or O'Rielly.
and big ones. Sold by J. H.
If real coffee disturbs your stomach, your Heart or Kidneys, then try
Dr.
this clever Coffee Imitation Shoop
Shoop's Health Coffee. Dr.
and
has closely matched old Java taste,
Mocha Coffee In flavor and
yet It has not a single grain of real
Cofcoffee In It. Dr. Shoop's Health pure
fee Imitation Is made from
Malt,
with
cereals,
or
toasted grains
No
Nuts, etc. Made In one minute.surely
tedious long wait. You will
our
sample
at
like it. Get a free
store. C. N. Brlgham.
o
Subscribe for Th Evening Cltixen.

SAVINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

RISES .WHEN

Governor Curry Appointed lllm to
(Succeed lr. V. . Ijortl, ol Santa Fe, Resigned.

WATER IS
Vicinity lro!crs Recnu
llleCompletion
or Jug iiCHCrvoir

of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

near Penasoo River.

Hope, N. M., Oct. 22. (SiK'clal)
Since the near completion oi me reservoir, which is to be supplied with
water from the Penasco river, farm
land has taken a considerable rise
In this vicinity.
Land which two
years ago could not attract the home
selling
loaay
is
hi iweniy m
steaders
thirty dollars an acre, wltn no gov
ernmeni iana ien.
The reservoir Is nn extensive proposition. George Frisk is the engineer
in charge of the construction of the
dam, and the name of the big lake
is the Cat Claw Reservoir.
About five thousand acres of land
will he watered by this reclamation
whpmA an d the land
affected Is
scattered down the valley from Hope
ni far as Artesla. settled for many
Hope 'has been
years. Rome of the finest fruit farms
Ppnna vallev are to be found
in th
pre
here, andt the orchards have inijaris-bad
vious years furnished Koswen,
peaches
and
with
Artesla
and
apples when fruit was otherwise not
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WHEN YOU WANT,

MONEY
CAREFULLY LOOKED AFTER
DEPOSIT YOUR FUNDS IN THE

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

Solomon says there is nothing new under the sun, and
Solomon is an authority. He may have done some things
that were somewhat shoddy, but it has never been satisfactorily proven that he ever misrepresented.

My dear Sir, they are all merely new combinations of old
things. You can't even think of a really new thing. Try
to think of a new animal. To save your soul, you can't
help thinking of legs and eyes and teeth and tails, which
are all old and well known things. Try something else.
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MONTEZUMA TRUST

"
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

J

i

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

saw before ?

r

v

Assistant Oaahler.
J. C. BALDRIDGE,
O. E. CROMWELL.

Vice Prafcteat fend CawhW.
WILLIAM MctNTOSH,

Conceded, then, that he knew what he was talking about
when he made that statement, how do you account for the
queer things that bob up now and then that nobody ever

1

W. 3. JOHNSON,

W. S. STRICKLER,

'

'

150,OOO.Ofl

CAPITAL

Nothing New Under the Sun

PR MRDS EAS HE

BE

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

common, ordinary look is

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
Oe30OsK3s0X3K5sX3
"OLD HELlaBLX."

ESTABLISHED

1111.

ft;

L. B. PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE GROCER IJ,
--

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

h'.
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George Primrose and his all star
minstrel company will be the attraction at the Elks' opera house n Friday and Saturday evenings. This
the fart
will emphasize
that negro minstrelsy is not dead, as
of
this form
entertainment Is entirely an American feature which has
gradually drifted away from the
One of the
idea of its originators.
Kure.it feigns of lis popularity is that
very writer of comic opera and rnu-m- u
comedy introduces negro songs,
melodies and dames in all their
works, and Invariably their biggest
hits have been made with these numbers. There was a time when the
public would stand for a
minstrel show to appear In Louis
and
XIV costumes, powdered wigs,
painted faces, which was rather
charming to look upon, because .It
was new and In some degree true
to the troubadour style of the orient,

but this style having lost its novelty
lunger charming, and further
more, theatregoers now want Amerl
can mlnstrelsv that Is true to negro
life of plu.iUi on days and truly
feature of our own country.
Know
ing that the public wants this form
or entertainment,
Mr. Primrose I
the first to furnish hls Joyful form
r amusement, but with modern embellishments of a kind that enhances
the effect.
The gaudily bedecked
minstrelsy
costumes and white-face- d
has seen Its day. In its place has
come the merry darkey fun Intermingled with up to date songs and
humor, led by George Primrose.

Is no

Are you look In

tor omiTtim?

T.
The

member the want columns of
Evening Citizen are for your especial
benefit It talks to the people and
hey talk to you.

The Albuquerque Citizen doesn't claim to have discovered
something elementally new, but they have somel ifellows
around the place who are mighty slick at hanging the old
things together in new and taking ways. They'd fix you
up an ad that would make even Solomon himself have some
doubts about the old proverb.
People Do Read Our Advertisements
Aren't You guilty of the Act Yourself?

Carrie

tha largest and Moat BrclnalTa Stock of BtapU GrocarUa
la ta Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
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THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
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$526,000,000
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IS COPPER'S
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:THE

NEW:

LOSS

CRYSTAL TAEATRE
D. H. CORDIER.

Decrease In Price Estimated
To Have Caused That
Reduction.

Week of October 21
WM. Q.

ROGERS,

Baritone.

STANTON and SANDBERG,

Boston, Mass., Oct. 22. We have
prepared some figures which reveal
the astounding fact that in the prices
copper stocks there has
of forty-si- x
been a Mock market Iom from the
high point of last January of no less
than $526,000,0U0, says the BoBton
News Bureau.
Never before in the history of the
industry can such an exhibit be
either in point of severity or
the brief period in which the loss
has taken place.
The high prices were, of course,
made during the reign last kpring of
copper, and, to Judge by the
eagerness
with which
the buyers
scrambled and pleaded for their sup-pilat this level, it seemed as
though a veritable
copper famine
must surely overtake the Industry
by midsummer.
Demand Satisfied.
By the end of March,
however,
there were very plain evidences that
the "insatiable" demand from the
consumers had been satlstied and a
little more than satisfied, as Just at
this time orders for finished goods
were suddenly cut in halves while the
demand for wire disappeared
en
tirely. The right, about face development was as great a surprise to
the copper buyers as to the copper
oeneru; an were iooiea.
The producers were loath to hp.
lieve that this condition was more
than a temporary "spasm," and were
uisposed to hold tight to the high
quotations which had ben ruling
since January l.
Mut'li Accumulated Metal.
caiumet & Heela, however, was
quick to note the turn in the tide
and as soon as the foreign representatives cabled that concessions were
being made in Europe. It met the
cuts and supplied the best grade of
lake at quotations which others were
making for electrolytic. Calumet &
Hecla has been a free seller of coo
per since the first of August, and It Is
understood that the company sold
two months output In September, or
oeiween lii.uuu, uuo and 20,000,000
pounus. .Most or this was for exDort.
Today there Is an accumulation of
.'no.000,000 pounds and the price has
aroppea irom i'6 v, cents to 14. with
the demand rainer slow at the latter
figure. To the high cost producers, at
seinng price means no dividends, while to the others, of course
heavy reductions are In order all
along the line.
what perhaps Is more striking
man any oiner one development In
connection with the Btock
market
demoralization a nee the March 14
break, is that a shrinkage of $526,- uuu.uuu could nave taken place with
out the assignment of a single Boston
stock exchange house, a great tribute
to the financial resources of the city.
To check a cold quickly, get
your druggist fome little Candy from
Cold
J ablets called Preventlcs.
Druggists
everywnere are now dispensing Preventing, for thev are not only lafe,
but decidedly certain and prompt.
Pieventlcs contain no Quinine, no
laxative, nothing harsh nor sickening.
Taken at the "sneeze stage" Preventlcs will prevent Pneumonia, Bronchitis, La Grippe, etc.
Hence the
name, Preventlcs. Good for feverish
48 Preventlcs
children.
25
cents.
Trial boxes 6 cents. Sold by all
fealers.

Comedians.

N&w Moving

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

Manager.

Picture

THE WAGS,
Sketch Artists,

and

par-alel-

BILLY BEBAU A CO.
Cbnnso of bill every Monday and
Thursday.
IjIhIIcs' Souvenir Matinees
Tno- Injs niid Fridays, afternoon.

es

...
...

AdmiHsion
Matlneo
10 and 20c
Evening

!

lO, 20A30o

Geo.Primroses
MINSTRELS
Headed by Amer
I

ca's

Greatest

Singing and
Dancing
Comedian

Geo. H. Primrose
Ills Own Great Company of
tlie Worlds Ieiulinff MiiiiMtrcl
KntertaJners.

IVIth

SO PEOPLE SO
;ame

Great Company and Production
six Weeks in New
York.
N. n. Mr. Primrose will positively
ppear.
he World's Grandest and Best

n-ce- ni

rlces
75c $1. $1.50
Scats on wile at Mntxm'a Wclnou.
Day, Oct. 23, at
o'clock.

Nlsht and Matlnao
"TOTOBER 25 and
-

n.

lift

ivonlr TToorf

htermlttent

,

v.uuoill(5 i

nn i

26
i y "PvU"
i

pulse, always means
"an biujijuuii nerves or weaK Heart
erves. Strengthen these inside or
ontrollInB- nerves with rr Chn'
restorative
and sen
hnnnnllili
Ihese
ailments
dlsaDDear.
Dr.
hoop, of Raolne. Wis.,
will
mall
amples free. Write for them. A
I'flt Will tell.
Vnitc haolth I.
lnly worth this simple trial. Sold
y an aeaiers.
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No Breaking-i- n

NOTICE FOlt PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
Land
umce at santa e, N. M.. Sept. 23.
1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Thou.
J. McNeill, heir of Mary J. McNeill
of Bluewater. N. M.. has filed notice
of hig Intention to make final five- year proof In support of hla claim,
viz:
Homestead Entry No." 7161
made Aug. 4, 1907. for the NE
section 22, TownshlD 12N.,
Range 11W.. and that said proof will
oe made before silvestre Mlrabal, U,
S. court commissioner, at San Ra
fael, N. M.. on November 6. 1907
He names the following witnesses
to prove hla
continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
viz:
C.
Hiram ' Chapman,
Samuel
Young Eugene T. Chapman, Ernest
A. Tletjen, all of Bluewater, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

needed

with the foot"

o

The flexible sole Red Cms.
hoe is comfort able from
e

start,

Tliey Make You Feel Good.
The pleasant purgative effect experienced by all who use Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets, and
the healthy condition of the body
and mind which they create makes
one feel Joyful. Price, 25 cents. Sam- pies free at alj drug stores.

The burniner and a chine
used by stiff soles ;'.nd the HAIR DRESSER AND CHIROPO- "lis or thin soles aie nre.
DIST.
nted by the Red Crc ss. It Mrs. Bamnl. at ner narlors
oddo
ables a woman to be nn her site the Alvarado and next door
to
Sturges' cafe, is prepared to give
et for hours at a time with thorough scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and in
uilort.
growing nails.
She gives massage
treatment and manicuring.
Mrs.
stylish
Bambini's own preparation of com
Mutely

and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
For any blemish of the
machines.
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini.

m fortcite

gfi
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MEN AND WOMEN.
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(torn
sJUJ
bUkm
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EVAMlCtflM)C4lC6.

$4.00

Cm Big 4W for anntartl
irrtUtioD or ulceration
of tnvcoai mmbr (!,
Painlu mil
or otoaotu.

fat

or toot in pi tin wrapper,
bf
prpid, fur
tl 00. ortuttl02 75.
ureal nut on

iprt,
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Shoes,
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Every Woman
U urfrreu a ana would know
-

wunaerful

&tKX,t tlu-

CHAPLlh
Railroad Avtnuo

ne pint mlneraV water cures and
r.ts constipauon.
Ask yon

It

FOR RENT Good rooms on car
line; 601 South Third.
FOR KENT Pleasant rooms near
business center. 624 West Central.
FOR RENT Fine front room with
private porch. No Invalids. 416
South Third street.
FOR RENT
Three large front
rooms, modern, with breakfast.
4U
west Huning avenue.
FOR RUNT Furnished rooms with
or without board. 823 South Third
street.
FOR RENT Three handsome rooms
good locality.
No invalids.
622
West Lead avenue.
)
Fi ti
KENT Six room
dwelling
r,
handy to shops. $15. Lloyd
205West Gold avenue.
FOR RENT Nice roonTand board
at 615 East Central avenue, best
In the city; prices reasonable.
FOR RENT Nice room and board
at 615 East Central avenue. Best
In the city. Price reasonable.
FOR RENT Three room, furnished
modern house with bath, large
yard. 1024 North Second street.
TO LET Established first class bar
privilege to responsible party. Best
location In the city. Address, X.
Y. Z., Citizen.
FOR RENT two nicely furnished
rooms, bath and electric light. Use
of telephone.
Call at 517 West
Gold avenue.
FOR RENT Modern rooms and
board, $25 per month. Mrs. Eva
L. Craig, 602 South Second street.
upstairs.
FOR RENT Three rooms for light
housekeeping, $12 per month, light
and water paid. Fine new house
408 North Second.
FOR RENT Very
nice
apartment, with modern conven
iences .furnished for housekeeping,
$20.
Lloyd Hunstiker, 205 West
Gold avenue.
FOR RENT Bush Ranch, one mile
north of Old Town, 6 acres under
cultivation, house partly furnished
iplenty of fruit trees and out build
ings.
FOR RE3NT OU SALE The Mlnne
apolls House, 44 rooms, all fur
nished. Can be run as a hotel and
rooming house. Best paying prop
erty In Albuquerque.
For terms
write or call on me at El Paso,
Texas, general
delivery, C. D.
Warde.
Hun-fake-

FOR SALE

OPPORTUNITIES

WANTED Sacks at Hahn'a coal
yard.
WANTED Table
607
boarders.
South Second street.
WANTED Boarders,
good meals,
707 South Third street.
WANTED TO BUY, driving hor.e.
A. Montoya, 215 West Gold.
WANTED Boys 14 to 16 years old
at the American Lumber Co.
WANTED Position
by competent
stenographer.
Address, P. O. Box
389.

WANTED A girl for general house-wroMrs. Hopewell, 619 West
Copper avenue.
WANTED Jly two adults, two light
housekeeping rooms. Address, A.
C care Citizen office.
WANTED Flne
dressmaking
at
reasonable rates. 513 South Third
street.
WANTED Your old hats nnds"uits
to make like new. Albuquerque
rtatiers, in tne car
WANTED Girl for general
housework. Apply 611 South Second
street.
WANTED Two good boys at once,
to help distribute cards. Call for
Prof. Emmett, clairvoyant, Grand
Central hotel, room 35.
WANTED Kodak films developed
and printed on velox paper. Reasonable prices. Send for price list.
Homer Howry, 606 Carondelet St.,
Los Angeles, California.
WANTED Ladles desiring new fall
styles in millinery to call on Miss
Crane, 612 North Second street.
Millinery and dressmaking parlors.
Also apprentices wanted.
Phone
k.

944.

WANTED 40 head of horses
for
winter pasture, 80 acres of first
class alfalfa pasture at Alameda.
Good water, good fence.
Terms,
$1.60 per month. Address, Brill &
Ross.
Box 443 Albuaueraue.
WANTED 'By private party, to buy
2nd hand book cases, piano, boys
bicycle, also want to engage stenographer, also a capable woman
I also want to find a
solicitor.
man able to manage telephone system. Address, A. B. C, Citizen
e.
of-flc-

WANTED Able bodied, unmarried
men, between ages of 21 and 86;
citizens of United States, of good
character and temperate habits,
who can speak, read and write
English. For Information apply to
Recruiting Officer, 203 E. Central
Ave., Albuquerque, New Mexico.

PERSONAL PROPERTY

PHYSICIANS

LOANS.

BUSINESS

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.

Physician and Surgoon
Occidental Life nnfldlng.
Telephone, 886.
On
Furniture,
Flanoa, Orrmni
DK. R. L. HUST
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels
also on SALARIES AND WAR)
Physician and Surgeon
HOUSE) RECEIPTS, as low as fit
x
and as high as $J00.
Loans art Rooms 6 A 7, N. T. Armljo Building.
quickly made and strictly
private
Bit SOLOMON L. BURTON.
Time: One month to one year riven
Goods remain In your
possession
Physldnn and Surgeon.
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
Highland office, 610 South Walter
see us before borrowing.
street. Phone 1030.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
DRS. BROXSON A B RON SON
Steamship tickets to and from
parts of the world.
Homeopathic Physicians
and SurRooms I and 4, Grant Blda
geons. Over Vann's Drug Store.
t0$H West Railroad Ave.
Phone, Office and Res., 828.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

MONEY to LOAN

FIRST CLASS SHOEMAKER'
A NO REPAIRER
ORKKN FRONT

ESTATE

BARGAINS

FOIt alLE.
Six room liousc, West New

York avenue

4 room abolH, Iron roof, lot
MtxiOO,

2,600

Mountain

rood,
1,500
Itouse, 3rd

near ear lino..

5 room cement

vturd
4 room frame, corner lot,
3rd vtnrd
8 room fnnno, 2 lots, close
1"
5 room brick, modern, corner lot, 2nd wnrrt......
5 room frame, ltli ward,
corner
Throe room brick, Fourth
ward
Ono of the suollcHt rcwl- dewea In town
The hct vaonnt business
corner In Albuquerque.
mo for price.
Six room
brick, modern,
close in
Seven room brick, modern
jianencs rrom two to suu
acres.
Txts In all parts of town.
niralfu ranch within a few Mocks of tne
ertrcct car lino

2,000
1,100

2,650
1,500
1,400
7,500

Ier

airaira ranch
north of town

acre.

five
$65

211

Office Cromwell Block,
Alubquerque. N. Si.

3,500

IR

ALBUQUERQUE

M. BOND

Attorney

at

Low.

Thos. F. Keleber
DETOES READY PAINT
One GaUon Covers 600 Square Fee..
PALMETTO ROOF TAINT
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Tears.
JAF-A-LA-

TOTI A OR API
Dealers In Grecerlea, Provisions, Haa
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquor
iiu cigars, riace your orders fr
this line with us.
NORTH TH ID BT
Ill-US-1-

THIRD STREET

Meat Market

All Kinds of Freah and Salt MasMa'
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLIKNWORT
Masonic Building. North TUrd atrae

V"

w aj

The people of two continents have
been waiting for Mark Twain's Autobiography on which he has been
engaged
for years. Now you have It!
Relieves Colds by working them out
of the system through a copious and
SIBSCRIITION KATES:
The Ncuh.
healthy action of the bowels.
Per Month
10.75
.0O
Relieves coughs by cleansing tho Per Year
Only, per year
2.60
mucous membranes of the throat, chest Sunday
Weekly News-Timeper year. 1.00
and bronchial tubes.
Tho Times.
Per Month
$0.45
"As pleasant to the tatte
r
Year
l'
6 20
s Maple Sugar"
With Sunday News, per mo..
.65
With Sunday News, per year.. 7.80
Address.

pq-f- or

ARVELWhirlin9Spry
lit bew Ytlnal fcyrlnca.
If! t. 11 ClUi
y. .juawuiuy.

Twir rtruirit tor It.
l
I! V K I. repl DO
.tit,.-r- ,
I. ut
namri f.r
lhir-.i
It
full i .r. it
&M.i
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hi.Uir.

SmW
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Children Like
For

BACKACHE-WE-

AK

It

KIDNEYS Try

DtWltt't Kldoej and Bladdtr Pills

Sura tod Safi

THE J, H. O'RIEILY CO.
Corner Second Street and Central
Avenue.

THE

NEWS-TIME-

S

PUBLISHING

Denver, Colo.

;

m

'a--,

,

'

SIX:o.DIIAND.
WE BUY MOUMH
HOLD CKKDS. 214 W. GOLD AVBL

Clarkville
Coal Yard

If You Want A
Plumber
Telephone No. 61
The Standard

All kinds of coal and wood.

L,INVlL,IvI5

'I'.rM.

STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES
Rent Grade of Hour.
Coffees, Teas and Spices a Specialty.
vcryuiing in market always on hand
"THE BEST ALWAYS."
hone 238
508 W. Central Are.
if you take DeWitt's Kldnev and
Bladder Pills you will get prompt re- ler rrom backache,
weak kidneys,
nflammatlon of the bladder and
rlnary troubles.
A weak's treat
ment for 25 cents. Sold by J. II.
O'Rlelly.

KILL the COUGH

and

JOHN S. BEAVEN,
PHONE 4.
ANTHRACITE all size.
AMERICAN BLOCK.
MILLWOOD.
KINDLING.
MOUNTAIN WOOD.
C""XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

CURE the LUNGS

HOME

Dr. King's

OUTFITTERS

Our work is at our name
implies, and our charges are

WITH

right.

fJcv

COMPANY

rnn

Standard Plumbing & Heating Co

DeWitt's Kidney and Bladder Pills
relieve backache, weak kidneys, and
inflammation of the bladder.
Sold WANTED T You can get It through
by J H. O'RItlly.
this column.

Every Thing
Necessary for

Discovery

awsm

m

a

--

Housekeeping

PRICK

uut.no Trial Bottle Free
VOLDS
AND AIL THROAT AND IUNG TROUBLES.
HIM

AVE.

ri

rirst

ON SUNDAY, OCTOBER 27

x

,

GUW

Merchant Tailor

S

a

.

MAItylmr

A. J. MORTSIL.1

NEWS-TIME-

C.

408 Watl Railroad Avenue

Formula

SUNDAY

MILL

hen In need of
door, frames
tc Screen work sash,
a specialty.
South First street. Telephone 40S. 4

Pensions, Land Patents. Copyrights,
mveais, ijetier intents. Trade
Marks. Claims.
32 F. street, N. M. Washington, D. O

M. L. SCHUTT

THE

PLANING

THIC OLDEST MILL IN THE CITY.
W

IGO-uer-

TWAIN

loo

ti oa

GUARANTIED BATISFACXOliY

nn vr.vvv rrvimnrn
'SlIH

',

Don't Forget The

--

Laxative
Cough Syrup

fhonm 4T
L. TRIMBLE & CO.

BEST TOTJRNOUTS IN THE) C1TV
Second Street, between Railroad an
Copper Arena.

in

The greatest literary sensation of
the century, begins exclusive publl
cation in the illustrated magazine of

Central, Tel. B2B

-

A. MONTOYA

Kennedy's

Fih

LADIES' TAILORING.
And DRESSMAKING
MISS CRANE
a1 N- - ameand-

Armljo-AvenueT-

MARK

& WITH

Styles ,
AT LOW PRICES

m

Dr. Vaucaire's

.

Up-to-Da- te

VY.

FOIl RENT.
FOR SALE Two lots on corner. A
TIIOS. K. D. MADDISON
Houses from 2 to 8 rooms.
SALESMEN
bargain, $260. Dale Realty Co.,
Money
to
loan In sums to suit.
Attorney-at-Laniu youtn Broadway.- FOR
SALE Five-roomodern WANTED Salesmen, to sell
our
Office
with W. B. Chllders,
house, most fashionable district In
advertising signs, calendars, ther117 Went Gold Avenue.
city. Cheap if sold at once. B. N.
mometers, fans, leather goods, etc.
Citizen.
Finest side line out. Write for
terms. Mahon Novelty Co., Box
FOR SALE 102
INSURANCE
Real Estate and Loans. Notary
houses; barn, etc. $2,000, $1,600,
130, Kenton, Ohio.
cash. B. O. T. Apply on premises. SALESMEN
Public. 215 W. Gold Ave.
Experienced
any
In
E. A. Cantrell.
line to sell general trade In New
n. A. SLEYSTER
FOR SALE Two good horses, good
Mexico. Liberal commissions with
narness anu surry, cheap. 409
$35 weekly advance.
Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
One saleswest iiunipg avenue
man earned $981.70 during last OOOCXXXXXOXXX)OOOOOOCXXXX)
Public.
two months, his first work. Conti- SALE Ten pounds
extracted
roll
BARGAINS IN REAL ESTATE
honey for $1; 60 pound can for $5.
12 and 14, Cromwell Block,
Rooms
nental Jewelry Co., Cleveland. O.
4- - room
brick, modern. $ 2,150
Order by postal. W. P. Allen, P. O. WANTED Capable salesman to cov
Albuquerque, N. M. Phone 138.
brick modern ' 10,000
Box 202. Albuquerque, N. M
er New Mexico with staple line.
5- - room
frame,
modern
2.200
High commissions,
FOR SALE Two nice homes in
with $100.00
brick, modern 3,200
Highlands at a bargain. Must sell.
A. E. WALKER
monthly advance. Permanent poframe, modern 3,500
Will consider offer.
sition to right man. Jess II. Smith
Albuquerque
1 story
brick
storeroom
1n
car.
Fire Insurance.
Hatters.
Co., Detroit, Mich.
West Gold avenue.
size 2."(i(
3,000
FOR SALE Four residences
1 store building,
good
Secretary Mutual Building Association
good
modern, cheap;
location.
location
7,500
MALE HELP
zi? west central Avenue.
Dale Realty Co., 100 South Broado
ranch, under
way.
ditch
0,400
FOR SALE Ranches from 4 to 60 WANTED Write and we will exI test I'nylng hotel busiMISCELLANEOUS
acres each, all under main Irriganess In city, cash.... 1,800
plain how we pay any man $85
Albuquercity.
tion ditch. Near
per month' and all traveling expenque Land Company, room 9, Cromses, such as horse hire, railroad
WILLIAM WALLACE M'CLELLAN
well Bldg.
fare, hotel bills, etc., to take or219 South 2nd Slroot
FOR SALE 25 acres alfalfa land,
ders for the greatest portrait house
Justice of the Peace, Precinct
close to the city. Netted 25 per
in the world. Your salary will be OOOOCXJCOOOOOOOCXJOOCOOCXXXX)
No. 12. Notary Public
cent this season on price, .ice J. E.
guaranteed and paid weekly If preCollections.
Elder, room 9 X. T. Armljo buildferred. Address, G. J. Martel,
Ann
994 .K
Of
. . . . . ..in, c. .'nK
nn . I,,
ing.
Dept. 649, Chicago.
Residence
723
North
Fourth
Street,
FOR SALE
frame house, !
JUUDUuerque, N. M.
cellar, barn, shed, shade trees,
vines, corner East Copper and Lo
flDY
XPRES5
cust. $800. $600 cash. B. O. T. E.
BORDERS,
A. Cantrel. 102 Armljo avenue
FOR SALE
frame house,
barn, chicken yard, out house, corUNDERTAKER.
ner East and Cromwell, $1,000,
$800 cash. B. O. T.
E. A. Cantrel,
by Mrs.
Recommended
Henry
Symes, to develop the bust from 4
102 Armljo avenue.
F. W. SPENCER
to 6 Inches.
STACY AND CO. IV BUSINESS
to be made from the
Guaranteed
Architect.
AGAIN.
FRONT D H R CIOSKD true Galega Extract.
Is perfectly
FOR FEW DAYS, PENDING IN- hat mless.
1221 South Walter.
Phone 555.
VOICE OF OLD STOCK AND ARThe Vaucalre Formula is a general
RANGEMENT OF Ol'lt NEW LINE. tonic,
It has n specific effect upon
but
CALL AT SIDE DOOR OR PHONE the bust. Price 75 cents. For sale by
711. 325 SOUTH SECOND STREET.
o
Highland Pharmacy and AlCOKE! COKE!
We now luiiullo good, clean coke.
varado Pharmacy
Also the CrcMed
Hutu- - Anthracite
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Suits
Con I.
JOIIV S. BEAVEN.
CLEANED, PRESSED and REPAIRED
THE
AUTOBIOGRAPHY
STAGE TO .TEMEZ, LEAVES 211
I OS North
WEST GOLD EVERY MORNING AT
of- Street
two

W.

8w
Bm

MIL,L,INERY

E. W. DOBSON
Attorney at Law.

30-ne-

in Ilea

rtr

R. W. D. BRYAN
LIVBRT, SALE, FEED AND
Attorney at Iw.
TRANSFER BTABLES.
Office, First National Bank Building, Horses and Males
Bought and S
Alubquerque, N. 51.
changed.

3,250

4,500

TohB

Meat, Poultry and

Phone 458.

Ave.

BROS.

a Specialty.

SGHWARTZMAN

LAWYERS

(m-- o

ou-ne-

.,!?,89--

drivers In tha
"Sadie." the plcnlo wagtm.

Phone 744.
EDMUND l. ALGER, D. D. 8.
Office hours, ft a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
1:30 to 5 p. m.
Appointments made by mall.

3,000

R VMBROOK

P

DR. J. E. KRAFT
Dental Surgery.
Rooms S and S, Harnett Building,
Over O'RIelly's Drug More.
Appointments mnde by mall.

308 West Central

ICS North

Highland Livery

DENTISTS

REAL

CARDS

P. Matteucci

Homeopathic

s,

Let us fit you,

VM.

WANTED

plexion cream builds up the skin and 5 O'CIXH K.
Improves the complexion, and Is
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures

that's

oe

FOR RENT

111

M

H

DAVIS & ZEARINC U
303 W. Gold Ave.
xxrxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxrxxxxxii

'ALBUQUERQUE

FAGB raOTTT.

PERSONAL

UITIZEW.

THE

Itfilll

PARAORAPHS
W. fl:illes was a passenger
S.inta Fe this morning.
L.

Tt Ksn.w.

Clocks, Silverware.
Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut
Invite your trade and guarantee A Square Deal.

Regular
dance at
the Commercial club tomorrow evensemi-month- ly

We

ing.

Shoes:

Buy Our

Reasons Why You Should

THEY ARE STYLISH.
No matter whether you select the mot extreme models or buy

the more conservative styles, they have the snap and finish thatmade your feet look dainty and single you out as being- well dress.
nAUOi:
ed
-

THEY FIT.
Pnug around the ankle and over the Instep to hold the foot
place, close under the arch to give the proper support to thla
delicate part of the body, roomy enough for the toes without any
surplus leather to form unsightly wrinkles. Easy from the start
i..,ftTfryflBlS
till they are worn out.
In

THEY WEAR.
Only solid leather and first class findings go Into our shoes
and they are put together by skilled workmen. That's the reason they last bo long and hold their shape.

THEY ARE CLOSELY PRICED.
Vfe not only want to hold, but we want to Increase our trade
and therefore In our own Interest we Invariably make the lowest

..

price possible.

?

--

n.

1
11

1

mcxxxxxxxxxxaoooucxxxxxxxi
!

CXXXXXOOOOOOCX)

i

NEW LINE OF

HA TS
JUST RECEIVED
Order Work
A Specialty.

Miss Lutz,
Second
208 South

8

THE WAGNER
321-32-

Plumbers

3

- -

HARDWARE
W. Central
Avenue

CO.

Jack Fenner returned to the city
from a business trip
this
south.
Dunbar,
K. H.
the real estate agent
returned home today from a business
trip to Denver.
Frank Owen, manager for the Santa Fe Water and Klectric Light company. Is In the city on business.
J. H. Thatcher, of the firm of Paul
Molocker & Co., Gallup. N. M., Is In
the city to buy goods for his Company.
C. A. Wright, formerly of the
curio store, but now a merchant at Canyonclto, N. M., Is In
the city on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Seymour Lewlnson
were passengers for .Santa Fe this
morning. Mr. Lewlnson to sell goods
for L. H. Putney & Co., of this city.
and Mrs. Lewlnson to visit friends.
The closing out sale of Whitney
Company's retail hardware stock is
now in progress at from 25 to 75 per
cent reduction from regular prices.
You can't afford to miss It.
Mrs. Jessie Miller left this morning
for Carlsbad, N. M., to attend grand
lodge of the Eastern Star, which will
be in session there following the ses
sions of the Masons.
Henry Pennypacker, advance agent
Girl,"
which
for "The Rollicking
comes to the Elks' opera nou.e, Ocspending
In
day
29th,
is
tober
the
the
city
Dr. W. E. Sunderland, who was re
cently admitted to practice In- New
Mexico by the Territorial Hoard of
Pharmacy, was a passenger to Kstan- cla yesterduy over the
automobile

When you dealre Abaolute
Comfort In Properly Pitted
Qlaaaea Consult u.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.
exclusive Opticians

110 South Second St.

cor

DREAMLAND

That some red hot base
taking iilace at Tucson Is

Lies in Our Capacity for Giving

Mncf Valuta for

fVif

Mnnftv

we eclipse others in the freshness of our
quality, and in theK
K offerings, in their high-grad- e

True,

I' excellence

.4

.

.

01 our service, but we know mat our
patrons recognize us primarily as "the givers of
eood value." Not a bad sort of reputation,
m
o
either, we think

We are showing a large variety
of the latest styles in

MEN'S OVERCOATS
At $15,

18,

20.

22.50 up to 30

ft

U I

ball

W A QHRI TRIM fO

1NCI5. 1ANCK
rami:.HAIJj
HATIHIIAY

- .

lo

RF.SI- L.11 111.

OLD

n

to

IX VALUE STEAD
PER CENT. WE
HUNDRED DOLLARS
SMALL STONES WE
AT 1VER PRICKS
CAN BE BOUGHT AI

$28.00

AT
NICJIIT.

Our Pall stock of
Overcoat Is also complete. Nobby garment
at reasonable price.

Copyright 1907 bjr

Hart SchafTner a Mars

The Central
Avenue Clothier

MONARCH GROCERY

"" BENNETT'S

Q

Q
Q

Peaches,
Native Celery,
California Head Lettuce,
Cauliflower,
Tomatoes.

3

"

X

Cranterries.

K
Q

-

b-

0

Tokay Grapes,
Malum Granes.
Concord Grant's,
It arm rum,
Apples, all Varieties,

3
3
Q
2W

B

Q

Persimmon.

X

CO.

W

All Kinds ot Indian end Mexican Coodt. Too Cheapest
Plaee to bay Navajo Blankets and Mexican Drawn Work
Mall Order Carefully and Promptly rilled.

X
Q
Q
Q

fij

Custom Suits

MNMMMMM

CHAMPION

AT THE
AS

GROCERIES

Seasonable Fruits and
Vegetables.

Residy Made

Imported
LUCOA OLIVE OIL

Mattctcci
Brosi
ProprletorH

C. G.

,

at

PERRY

119 South Second
ooooorxooooooooooooooocoooi"OOOOOOOOOOO

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Hardware
Ranch Supplies

Stoves
and
Ranges

his son.

hniiwliolri good, call on Clias.
317-1South Second.
Kcpix-U- .

Same Price

Fresh Meats
Staple and Fancy

Rhone

i

CXDOOOOCXDOOOOCXXJOCXXX

COUNTY

The defence takes the stand that
the defendant by mistake drew a
bank
check on the First National
whereas he intended to draw on the
Hank of Commerce where he had an
account. It is also maintained that
had been drinking
the defendant
and was In condition tcj make such
a mistake.
At 4 o'clock the case had not gone
to the Jury. M. C. Ortiz is the attorney for the defense and Julius
staab appears for the terrltjry.
Suit oil Account.
In the case of Hertold Spitz and
Hernard Ilfeld, partners, dlng business under the firm name and style
of H. Ilfeld & Co., vs. Roberto J.
Chavez, which was filed In the district court yesterday afternoon, the
pray
judgement against
plaintiffs
the defendant for J130.60, alleged to
be due for value received, and in
terest and costs of suit". Felix H.
Lester Is the attorney for the

CURIO STORE

109 North Plrtt St.

UCXDOOOOOOCXXXXXJO

i

all-wo- ol

all-rig- ht

$22.50

90

Quince.

Q
Q
?i

ney for the plaintiff. The plaintiff
prays that an account may be taken
249.34, amount
of the amount due
of promlsory note, secured by a chat- goodson
tel mortgage
household
.
..
upon 0ttiu pruiiiinuiy note
unu necureu.
t be paid by said chattel mortgage,
Including attorneys' fees and costs of
suit, and that Judgment may be en
tered against said defendants therefor; that said defendants be decreed
to pay the same :by a time to te
fixed by the court and that in default
of such payment, said property may
be sold and the proceeds applied to
the satisfaction of said Indebtedness.
The date of the note is Dec. 31,
1906. and at the present time Martha
H. Alexander resides in Cherokee,
la., and William 1). Alexander at
Nome, AJaska.
Drew Check on Wrong Hank.
This morning in the district court
commenced the trial
of Alberto
Luna, indicted for obtaining money
on a worthless
check, alleged to
have been signed with the forged
signature of Andres Romero. In the
month of December Luna cashed
check lor $75 at the Graham Bros,
saloon, which check was drawn on
the First National bank of this city
The check was returned to Warren
tiraham by the bank as being worth
less and Mr. Graham then notified
who
the father of Alberto Luna.
made good the amount obtained by

I.r
L.

v?

SIMON STERN

A Uit entitled Airs. E. Teutsch
vs. Martha H. Alevander and William 1). Alexander, her husband, was
filed In the district court yesterday
afternoon by . liurkhart, the attor

The film of a moving picture machine In the dreamland theatre,Sec-in
the Stamm building on South
ond street, caught fire last evening at
In
8 o'clock during an intermission
the second performance of the evening and started a blaze, which came
nnar resulting in a costly conflagra
tion, both .in the loss of life and the
oss of property.
Fortunately the tneatre was oniy
ghtly attended and the ten or fifteen
eiiole In it escaped uninjured, before
he fire cut off the street entrances.
The loss to Joe Scottl and William
Mei'iix. owners of the theatre, is not
et known. Two films 151) reel long,
owned by a leasing company at El
aso. were burned ana me movm
The
ilcture machine Is a total loss.burn-il
walla of the building are badly
In
the
mill a number of chairs
scorcnwere
rear end of the theatre
ed.
The flames did not reacn tne
on
gas
stains
stage but smoke and
the curtain show that had the spec
street
tators not escaped berore tne
entrance exits were cut off they
by
suffo
would have lost their lives
cation. Mr. Merns. who was operat
ng the machine at the time or me
accident, hau his hair fignea. Mr.
Merns says that he ha9 no idea how
the film caught fire. He had Just
changed the moving film slide from
before the light and was prepareu 10
use plates for the Illustrated pictures
In a
when the thing burst forth
tiame. It was all ablaze before he
was
gas
escape
the
and
could
choaklng. Mr. Scottl, who was play
ing the piano near me norm entrance, saw the blaze start and after
giving the alarm to the people in the
theatre, telepnoneu me lire depart
ment. The spectators had little trouthe flames
ble getting out before
reached the walls or tne loyer, nut
the flames had covered the whole
fiont of the place when the depart
ment arrived.
There was no Insurance on the
moving picture machine a they are
goods and
considered cunibustable
are not insurable.
IH'ACi: AT 202 NORTH
OR
AI'I'LY OX IMIKMISKS
TOWN 1'OSTOl'lTCK.

It's hern;

Grocery Company
BERNALILLO

THEATRE

I'Olt SW.K OR Rl'NT,
OR INlT'RNISIII.l)

Marx name In them.
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Our Great Strength

-

Warranted In every
respect as to fabric,
style and make.
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evident
from the scores of the games played
on Sunday. Phoenix won the initial
gtme of the tournament from Tucson
by a score or 4 to fl, and Bisbee took
the second game from Douglas by a
core of 5 to 0.
The Aibunueroue boys playing with
Tucson failed to connect with the
ball.' Tarr, of Estancla, playing with
hits
Tucson, gut one of the four
made bv Tucson. Crable and Corhan
are credited with one error each.
Crable pitched the game and allowed
for
but three hits. Speer pitched
Phoenix and had thirteen strlke-out- s
to his credit against nine made by
Crable. Nobnuy walked In the game
and but one man was given a base
by being hit Edmunds. The Phoenix
team gave Speer gilt edge support,
while Crable had four errors behind
him, all were costly.
Playing two. games a day the Tucson tournament will
continue
for
eight days.
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clothes;

VAN'N JEWELRY CO.
One Dour South of Drue Stone.

Douglas.

I
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IXCllEASIXG
ILY, 15 TO
HAVE FIVE
WORTH OP
WILL SELL
THAN' THKY
WHOLES AliK.

outs For Tucson and

FIRE
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First Games Result In Shut

VISITED BY BAD

THE BEST BAR NONE

Come In; this Is the
right place; and the
right way Is to find
SchafTner
A
Hart

ALL THE TIME

FOR TUCSON.

are all en
Local Presbyterians
thusiasm over the anticipated visit to
the city next Sunday of Joseph Ern
est McAfee, secretary of the home
board of missions of the Presbyter
ian church, who Is in 'he southwest
Mr. McAfee
attending eonfcru ces.
Ml be at Tucson tommow
and at
Phoenix on Thursday. He will spend
Friday at the grand canyou and ar
rive here Saturday evening on the
limited. He will preside at the Pres
byterian church at the morning ser
vices on Sunday. iMonday he win
deliver an address at Santa Fe. Mr.
McAfee is the youngest secretary on
the iboard. and one of the able speakers In the clergy of the Presbyterian
church.
Lomorrl & Co., at 323 South Sec
ond street, engaged In the grocery
business, have decided to enlarge
their facilities and are now Installing a big meat market outfit, with
which thev will suDDly their custo
mers with the ibest of meats. The
firm Is doing an excellent business.
Tonight at the Elks' opera house
Roberft J. Burdette. the famous hu
morlst, will deliver the first lecture
o fthe Brotherhood
lecture course
This course promises to be very pop
ular Judging by the large number
of tickets already sold.

Wa

DIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS

ALBUQUERQU E

line.

to

South
Second

PiNE WATCH REPAIRING

DISTRICT COURT

Tinners

1

IN THE JEWELRY LINE

FAILED

'

Vt

EVERY THING

JEWK.LER

There's, a right way
to buy clothes; and a
right place.

Lenss Grinding Done on Premises

::

22, 1&07.

The
Right
"Weigh"

Railroad Avenue
tlas

for

8

DIAMOND PALACE

ocronF.n

and

Give Us a Call and Look Over Our Line

Mi
3"

S9fl!

COMPANY
WHITNEY
WholeHole and. Retell Hardware

MINE AND MILL

MILLER
N

HOME COMEORT

,v

'

SUPPLIES
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U

RALK I1Y ASSIGN KK.

T
will sell at luibllo auction all
lield by
real
and personal proM-rtI'RKi;.
LARIF.S
CiKNTLF.MIIN 60c.
Zcigcr at
of Cluu-lmo at
y
front door or Uio poHtoltlce, AlThrough The Albuquerque (ho
FOTTND
buquerque, N. M., at I '3 o'clock noon,
Citizen.
NovcmlM'r 4th, 11)07. For further In.
Frank
formation cull on or adilrt-ws- .
If you need furniture, call on Clias. II. Moor. Assignee, Room 1, HarSouth Second.
L. Kcppcler, 817-- 1
N.
M.
Albuquerque,
Hiilldinp,
nett
o
NFAV FANCY 1RV COOPS ARfor Tho Citizen and get
RIVING K.VKRY 1AY AT MRS. M, theSptscrlbe
news.
WI-S- T
GOLD.
C. WILSON'S.
224
MATERIAL AND STAMflXU FOR
Tike PeWitt's Little Early rills.
ILMRROD1KR1.NG.
Sold by J. It. O'Uielly.
o
.
o
You need a pair of our felt slip
"My dear old mother, who Is now
pers or Julletes In order to enjoy eighty-threon
years old, thrives
e
your evenings at home to the fullest
Hitters." wrjtes W. . Hrun-K(i- n
They have flexible, belting Klectric Dublin,
extent.
C,a.
"She has taken
of
leather soles, look dainty and wear
two years and enjoys
Ulark, red. green or brown, them for aboutappetite,
well.
feels strong
Plain or with fur trimming, for men an excellent
That's the way
1'rlcea range and sleeps well."affect
women and children.
the aged, and
Hitters
from 8Tir to $1.50. C. May's Shoe Klectric
In all
the same happy results follow generStore, 314 West Central avenue.
cases of female weakness and
too,
puny
children
Weak,
debility.
of
the al
The Missionary soc'.ety
by them.
are greatly strengthened
meet
Preiilpyterlan church
will
stomach,
liver
the home of Mrs. J. Q. Wagner, 623 Guaranteed also for
West Fruit avenue on Friday after Hnd kidney troubles, by all dealera.
Etc.
noon at 2:30 o'clock.
O
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NATIONAL

WAGONS

STEEL RANGES
PLUMBERS
COOK STOVES
HEATING

STOVES

'

!a

fwi mm

SHEET METAL
WORKERS
SPORTING

ENAMEL

SOUTH PIRSTZSTREET

GOODS

and

and

AMMUNITION

TINWARE!

113115-11- 7

and

AND

401-40- 3

SOR1H FIRST STREET
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